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MESSAGE FROM WORKSHOP CO-CHAIRS

Most modern programming languages and techniques include object-oriented methods.
However, mainstream computer architectures have not acknowledged the presence of
objects.  With the widespread use of object-oriented programming languages and
techniques, it is becoming important for computer architects to acknowledge the existence
of these methods and their impacts on execution (including high object allocation rates, the
impact of garbage collection, dynamic binding of calls to methods, and dynamic assembly
of programs at run time from components obtained from disparate sources).

Java is an exciting new object-oriented technology.  Hardware for   supporting objects and
other features of Java such as multithreading,   dynamic linking and loading is the focus of
this workshop.  The impact of Java's features on micro-architectural resources and issues in
the design of Java-specific architectures are interesting topics that require immediate
attention of the research community.

The purpose of this workshop is to draw together researchers and   practitioners concerned
with hardware support for objects and Java   implementations for a stimulating exchange of
views.  To the organizers' best knowledge, this is the first event of its kind, and as such is an
attempt to begin the task of building a community in this field. We thank all the program
committee members, the authors and the invited panelists for helping us start this process.
Also, we would like to thank the ICCD organizers and Prof. Craig Chase, in particular, for
their support to this workshop.  We hope you will enjoy this workshop as much as we did in
organizing this.

Mario Wolczko         Vijaykrishnan Narayanan
   Sun Microsystems       Pennsylvania State University
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Session 1

Innovations in Memory System Design
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A Case for Using Active Memory to Support Garbage Collection

Sylvia Dieckmann and Urs Hölzle
University of California, Santa Barbara

{sylvie,urs}@cs.ucsb.edu

Abstract

Most modern programming languages require efficient
automatic memory management (garbage collection, GC)
as part of the runtime system. Since GC is very memory
intensive it can potentially suffer significantly from poor
memory access times. Unfortunately, memory performance
improves at a slower pace than processor speed, making
memory accesses relatively more expensive in the future.
Active Memory architectures aim to overcome this problem
by placing additional computational power in memory, thus
allowing the application to execute small but memory-
intensive functions closer to the data and in parallel. The
goal is to improve latency and bandwidth for programs that
can otherwise suffer from slow memory accesses.

To date, Active Memory has been studied only with
databases, image processing, arithmetic computations, and
other very regular applications. In this paper, we propose to
analyze its impact on garbage collection. We are convinced
that garbage collection too will profit from this architecture
since GC is simple, repetitive, easy to partition into offload-
able functions, and its performance depends crucially on
fast memory access. We describe a possible incarnation of
an Active Memory architecture suitable for GC support and
argue why GC should benefit from such an architecture.

1. Motivation

Efficient and reliable garbage collection (GC) is an
essential part of most modern (especially object-oriented)
programming languages. GC relieves the programmer from
error prone explicit deallocation, thus preventing memory
leaks or early deallocation. But GC performance greatly
depends on fast memory access, which can pose a challenge
not only to the GC implementation but also to the design of
the underlying machine. For example, a simple
mark&sweep collector first identifies and marks all live
objects and than reclaims (sweeps) the unmarked space.
Both phases are very memory intensive since they require
touching the entire heap (or at least all live objects) and thus
can potentially suffer significantly from poor memory
performance. Traditional techniques designed to improve
memory performance do not always work for GC. For
example, GC can have a negative effect on the cache hit rate

because it evicts all application-related entries from t
cache. Even worse, GC itself has a poor hit rate beca
each collection dereferences all pointers at most once. Te
niques such as prefetching that exploit access patterns o
fail because memory access during GC follows poin
chains and can be very irregular. [10, pp. 284]

Alas, memory performance, namely access latency a
bandwidth, is an issue of great concern for mode
machines. Already, the cost of processor-memory comm
nication has a significant impact on overall performanc
Most researchers agree that it will become even m
important in the future, since (1) processor speed is grow
at a faster pace than memory performance, and (2) the
connections used to deliver this data to the processors h
limited bandwidth [15, 28, 53, 71]. For example, Hennes
and Patterson estimate that since 1985 CPU performa
has grown by 50% every year whereas DRAM access tim
have improved by only around 7% per year [19]. With fas
processors but similar memory latencies and bandwidths
becomes harder to feed the processing unit with useful in
data to run at peak speed and memory accesses bec
relatively more expensive. (In the literature this problem
typically referred to as the increasing Memory-Process
Performance Gap.) In addition, modern applications a
putting stronger demands on the memory system as d
sets grow larger [1, 36] and object-oriented and point
based programs with irregular access patterns and a
matic memory control are becoming more and more imp
tant

We can address the problem of increasing memo
access costs in two ways.Processor-centric optimizations
like prefetching, speculation, multilevel caches and out-o
order execution aim to better cope with the existing ban
width and latency, for example, by exploiting locality i
access patterns. They tend to make things worse, howev
the executed application does not express the expected r
larities, which is often the case with modern object-orient
and pointer-based programs. Especially during G
memory access follows pointer chains and can be v
irregular. The cache hit rate can actually deteriorate in 
presence of GC because every iteration evicts all appli
tion related entries from the cache. Even worse, GC its
has a poor hit rate since most algorithms dereference e
pointer only once during each GC phase, thus defeating
advantage of caching data.
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In contrast,memory-centricapproaches hand attempt
to move at least part of the computation closer to the data
it processes, thus actively improving latency and band-
width. This concept is represented by a new breed of hard-
ware,Active Memory [6, 16, 17, 23] (or the closely related
Active Disks[1, 22]) which aims to enhance the memory
unit with computational logic so that it can take over some
or all of the processor’s work. Often, Active Memory is
implemented by integrating additional logic into the
DRAM chip, thus allowing the main processor to offload
small functional units calledmemlets1 to be computed
directly in memory. For example, the Active Pages model
proposed by Oskin et al. [16] suggests assigning a small
embedded processor or an array of FPGAs to every 512
Kbytes of DRAM.

We believe that GC is very likely to benefit from Active
Memory. Most GC algorithms are composed of highly
repetitive and simple components which can easily be
offloaded to an in-memory processor. This is especially
true for non-incremental algorithm that stop the actual
application (mutator) during the duration of the collection.
By delegating GC to Active Memory, one could not only
reduce the amount of data passed between processor and
memory but also parallelize the inner loop of the collector.

We therefore suggest to study the suitability of Active
Memory to support automatic memory management (i.e.,
garbage collection or simply GC). The ultimate goal of
this study is to show that garbage collection—which we
believe is crucial for runtime performance and thus
deserves special effort—will benefit significantly from the
existence of an Active Memory approach in the spirit of
Active Pages.

We are currently working on a hardware simulator that
would allow us to empirically evaluate the impact of
ARAM (our Active Memory model) on the performance
of garbage collection in a high-performance Java Virtual
Machine. With the help of this simulator, we hope to
demonstrate that and how garbage collection can profit
from the presence of Active Memory. Moreover, we plan
to design a suite of GC algorithms partitioned for ARAM
and to analyze the impact of software decisions related to
partitioning, page size, allocation strategy, etc.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the groups
working on Active Memory has made an attempt yet to
utilize this architecture for garbage collection or even for
language support in general. The idea of Active Memory
is still relatively new and few proposals have actually been
implemented to date. Those that were evaluated—either

1 None of the current proposals actually uses the termmemlet.
However, Acharya et al. [1] refer todisklets as code that is offloaded and
executed on disk. Accordingly, we refer code that is executed in memory
as memlets.

by simulation or with a prototype—were usually teste
with relatively regular applications from the areas of da
bases, image processing and arithmetic computation o
Although these studies generally show promisin
speedups for the selected type of applications as wel
technical feasibility of Active Memory hardware, furthe
tests with more sophisticated programs are required
show general applicability.

2. Active Memory

Since the research community became interested
Active Memory architectures a few years ago, seve
models have been proposed. Most approaches di
significantly in terms of expected benefits, targeted app
cations, design complexity, software effort, and technic
feasibility. Unfortunately, a thorough discussion of som
of these proposals would exceed the scope of this pa
Instead, in this section we sketch an independent mo
that represents our understanding of Active Memory a
serves as a baseline for our project.

Although this model—which we name ARAM—is
derived from Active Pages, a model suggested by Oski
al. [16], it attempts to be more general than that. Desp
the ongoing work of several research teams, many asp
of active memory design are not fully understood yet. P
of our planned work is to investigate various hardwa
modifications and their impact onto GC behavior. Ther
fore, the ARAM model is meant to eventually cover 
large design space. Nevertheless, to provide a first in
tive notion of ARAM and its capabilities we describe 
rather concrete incarnation in this section.

2.1 ARAM

The ARAM model described in this section is based 
two fundamental principles: (1) traditional application
that do not define memlets must execute—with simi
performance—on an ARAM machine (no harm fo
anybody) and (2) applications that were modified to u
memlets must experience a noticeable speedup (bette
some). Although the model leaves many issues to 
resolved in later design phases, it aims to provide eno
detail so that any ARAM implementation will follow
these two guidelines.

As in most current computer architectures, our mod
consists of a main processor (sometimes also called h
processor), a set of ARAM chips that are physically sep
rated from the main processor, and a memory bus
connect both units. The model includes a (multileve
memory hierarchy with caches and virtual address spa
to allow fast access for applications with good locality. A
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the first sight, an ARAM chip resembles conventional
DRAM; but unlike in DRAM, the available storage space
in ARAM is divided into one or more units (regions)1 of
equal size. Oskin et al. [16] found 512 Kbyte regions to be
most practical for the available hardware. A small
embedded RISC processor calledIn-Memory Processor
(IMP) is assigned to each unit. To obtain optimal latency
and bandwidth, the physical chip layout determines the
association between regions and their associated proces-
sors. Most likely, the user will be unable to dynamically
modify either region size or region-processor association.

We assume that the main processor can access an
ARAM cell almost as fast as a cell in a comparable
DRAM chip. (Synchronization between main processor
and IMP might add a small overhead, though.) As in
DRAM, the costs for accesses by the main processor can
vary within a certain range depending on the accessed
location. But for accesses initiated by memlet code on a
certain IMP, the situation is more complex as it most likely
depends much more on the accessed memory location
relative to the IMP: here we assume that an IMP can
access data residing in its own region (calledintra-region
access in the remainder of this document) with signifi-
cantly shorter latency and larger bandwidth than the main
processor. In fact, one of the motivations for transforming
memory intensive functions into memlets is to replace
main processor accesses with cheaper intra-region IMP
accesses. However, accesses to locations that currently
belong to the region of another IMP on the same chip
(inter-region, intra-chip accesses) are likely to be more
expensive, although probably still competitive with a
conventional main processor access. Any access issued by

1 We use the termregion rather than(active) page to describe the
memory unit directly associated with a single IMP to emphasize the
difference between a region/active page and an OS page (i.e. virtual
memory page). Active memory is not meant to replace the virtual
memory system; usually, regions cover several OS pages.

an IMP and directed to a location on another physical c
(inter-chip accesses) will be penalized most. We expec
this type of access to be significantly more expensive th
a direct access from the main processor.

Note that implementation details as well as actual a
relative access costs remain open at this point. Mos
these aspects depend on technical conditions and ca
yet be determined anyway. However, any actual ARA
implementation should be guided by two principles: (
applications that do not use memlets should not suf
from the new architecture and (2) those that do, sho
experience noticeable speedups due to off-loading 
memlets. Therefore, no matter how the final cost mo
will look, the main processor must be able to acce
ARAM almost as efficiently as DRAM and IMPs mus
access at least data in their own domain significantly m
efficiently.

Finally, a modified operating system (OS) mu
provide the traditional OS functionality in combinatio
with ARAM support. For example, it will be in the respon
sibility of the OS to set up, invoke and manage t
memlets (section 2.2 sketches an example API), 
synchronize IMPs and main processor, to deliv
messages between the processors, to maintain consist
between cache and ARAM, and to maintain a virtu
memory system on top of ARAM. The last point is nece
sary because unlike traditional memory systems, wh
use only physical addresses, memlet code contains vir
addresses. Consequently, somebody—either the m
processor or the IMPs themselves—must be able
resolve these virtual addresses within the memory syst

2.2 Programming Model

The user interface of ARAM provides the standa
virtual memory interface extended by a set of functions
allocate regions, define memlets, bind them to a region
a group of regions and activate them. It is in the respon
bility of the user to partition an application, i.e. writ
memlets and invoke them from the code. We use a fu
tional model for this proposal since it seems to be t
easiest to integrate into an existing system.

Note that the purpose of this programming model is
help understand the requirements of memlets and appl
tion code and to design GC algorithms independent fr
actual decisions about the underlying hardware. It 
meant as an abstraction that hides away hardware de
such as region-IMP association and must be gene
enough to express all GC needs. However, by no me
does it determine an actual ARAM implementation.

The user defines memlets as special functions toge
with the actual application. A memlet operates on
domain given as function parameters during invocatio

Figure 1. ARAM Architecture
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For now, domains always correspond to one ARAM
region; rather than providing a domain parameter with
every memlet invocation, the user can bind it to a certain
IMP up front. A memlet is invoked by a special instruction
such as a store to a memory-mapped device. It can receive
as many arguments as it needs. For example, the stored
address could point to a memlet header with function
pointer, arguments, and IMP identifier. Whenever an IMP
detects a write to the magic location, it retrieves this array,
determines function and arguments and invokes the
memlet. On termination, the memlet sends a signal back to
the main processor.

When executing memlet code, the IMP hardware
resolves addresses and communicates with other IMPs on
the same chip using some protocol. The IMP also provides
instructions to indicate the physical location of an address
(to determine the access costs). Any memlet can access
the entire virtual address space, although accesses to
remote locations might be disproportionately expensive.
While intra-chip accesses may be resolved in hardware,
off-chip accesses might involve software protocols and
use the main CPU to relay data to another ARAM chip.
While slower than hardware, a software solution would
considerably reduce the complexity of ARAM-based
systems by eliminating the need for inter-ARAM bus
logic.

3. Why GC is Likely to Profit From Active
Memory

All garbage collectors perform the same basic task:
they determine the set of reachable (i.e., live) objects and
reclaim the storage used by all unreachable (dead) objects.
Most GC algorithms (with the exception of reference
counting) do this by periodically analyzing a snapshot of
the heap to detect and reclaim objects that are not longer
reachable. Consequently, the collector needs to access all
(live) objects, but on each object performs very little
computation before it starts visiting the children.1 This
makes GC inherently memory-intensive. In addition,
accessing objects by following a pointer chain leads to a
very irregular access pattern where each object is visited
only once in each phase. Therefore, caches often perform
poorly for GC.

Preliminary results from a small study of the effect of
garbage collection on cache performance of a Java VM
indicate that garbage collection related activity has a
significantly higher L1 miss rate than the actual applica-
tion code (8-16% for GC vs. 6-9% for the application).
They also show that the JDK1.1.5 spends up to 30% of its

1 In this respect GC resembles a pointer chase problem.

time in garbage collection, which makes good GC perfo
mance all the more important. Write misses, althou
generally not as critical as read misses, rise to about 2
for one application (javac).2

To benefit from Active Memory, an application must b
partitionable so that enough computational wo
involving memory accesses can be offloaded and para
ized. We are convinced that GC algorithms genera
fulfill this requirement since most memory activity occu
in a tight inner loop. In terms of computationa
complexity, this loop is simple enough to be offloaded 
an IMP with limited power. Although several algorithm
require scratch space, one can usually define an up
bound. The inner loop is also likely to benefit from para
lelization; for example, Endo et al. [7] studied a paral
mark-sweep collector and reported a significant speed
for parallel marking with work stealing in a shared heap

Parallelization can become a problem for ARAM if th
application contains a high number of inter-region refe
ences. In the worst case, every single step could req
inter-region communication (e.g., if a chain of pointers
spread over several regions). However, we believe that
risk can be reduced by (1) dividing the heap over regio
in accordance to the access order imposed by the colle
scheme (e.g., generational GC, Train Algorithm) or (2) 
instrumenting a copying collector to rearrange objects
order to reduce region-crossing references.

Finally—at least at this point—partitioning an applica
tion to use ARAM is awkward and requires some intern
knowledge. However, GC is part of the runtime syste
written by a language implementor. Unlike the end us
these system experts can justify spending a great dea
time with low-level optimizations as it will pay off
multiple times later during runtime.

To summarize our arguments, we believe that good G
performance is crucial for state-of-the-art OO systems a
that memory latency and bandwidth is a significant fac
in GC overhead. The overall structure of most GC alg
rithm is simple, highly repetitive, and memory intensiv
Therefore, most algorithms can naturally be divided in
memlets executed in ARAM, which would parallelize th
collection, improve latency and bandwidth for offloade
memory accesses, and greatly reduce the amount of 

2 In most of these experiments we ran the optimized JDK1.1
executing memory intensive programs from the SPECjvm98 benchm
suite on a 147 MHz UltraSPARC-I with 16 Kbytes L1 and 512 Kbyt
L2 caches. The UltraSPARC family provides hardware registers to co
some basic events during execution at no additional costs. By pol
these counters before and after each GC one can observe cache a
and miss rates of a life application with virtually no impact on th
application’s performance.
Since polling hardware counters requires modifying source code, 
have not yet repeated the same experiments for a more competitive J
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transferred to the main processor. This is especially
important for GC performance since conventional
methods to improve memory performance such as caches
do not always suffice for this type of algorithms.
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Tolerating Latency by PrefetchingJava Objects
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Abstract
In recentyears,processorspeedhasbecomeincreasingly

faster than memoryspeed. One technique for improving
memoryperformanceis data prefetching which is success-
ful in array-basedcodesbut onlynoware researchersapply-
ing to pointer-basedcodes.In this paper, weevaluatea data
prefetching technique, calledgreedyprefetching, for tolerat-
ing latencyin Javaprograms.In greedyprefetching, whena
loop or recursive methodupdatesan object o, we prefetch
objects to which o refers. We describeinter- and intra-
procedural algorithmsfor computingobjectsto prefetch and
we presentpreliminary resultsshowingits effectivenesson
a few, small Java programs. Prefetching improvesperfor-
mance, but there is significantroomfor further improvement.

1. Intr oduction
Modernprocessorspeedscontinuetosignificantlyoutpace

advancesin memoryspeed.Eventhoughmodernprocessors
usedeepmemoryhierarchies,thedisparitybetweenproces-
sorandmemoryspeedsresultsin anunderutilization of re-
sourcesdueto memorybottlenecks.

Softwarecontrolleddataprefetchingis atechniquefor im-
proving memory performanceby tolerating latency in the
memoryhierarchy. Compilersstatically analyzeprograms
and insert prefetchinstructionsto load datainto the cache
prior to use. Previous researchshows the benefitsof soft-
ware prefetchingtechniquesin array-basedscientific pro-
grams[4, 14, 2, 13]. Prefetchingin array-basedcodesis sim-
pler thanin pointer-basedcodes.Givenanarray, thesizeof
eachelementanda regular accesspattern,the compilercan
computetheaddressof any elementin thearrayandschedule
prefetchestoelementsin aloopthatwill beaccessedin future
iterations.Array-basedcodesarealsoamenableto analyses
whichallow compilersto restructureloops,usingtechniques
suchasloop tiling, to improve spatialandtemporallocality.
Recentwork usesprefetchingfor programswith dynamically
allocateddatastructures[11, 12, 16]. However, this work
only considersC programs.

Compilerscannotusethesameapproachin pointer-based

�
Thiswork is supportedby NSFgrantEIA-9726401,anNSFInfrastruc-

ture grantCDA-9502639,Darpagrant5-21425,andCompaq. Kathryn S.
McKinley is supportedby an NSF CAREERAward CCR-9624209.Any
opinions,findings,and conclusionsor recommendationsexpressedin this
materialarethoseof theauthor(s)anddonotnecessarilyreflecttheviews of
thesponsors.

codesbecauseseparatedynamicallyallocatedobjectsaredis-
joint andtheaccesspatternsarelessregularandpredictable.
Givenanobjecto, weknow theaddressof objectsthato refer-
encesandcannotprefetcharbitraryobjectswithoutfollowing
pointerchains.

In this paper, we evaluateone simple prefetchingtech-
nique, called greedyprefetching,on Java programs. Luk
andMowry introducedandevaluatedthegreedyprefetching
algorithmfor recursive datastructuresin C programs[12].
We investigatethe applicability andeffectivenessof greedy
prefetchingfor Java programs.Ourspecificcontributionsin-
clude a new intra-proceduraldataflow analysisfor finding
objectsto prefetch,theuseof aninter-proceduralanalysisto
improveour analysisin thepresenceof recursion,anda pre-
liminary evaluationonobject-orientedprograms.

Object-orientedprogramspose analysischallengesbe-
causethey mostlyallocatedatadynamically, containfrequent
methodinvocations,andoften implementloopswith recur-
sion. We useVortex, a compilercontainingadvancedanal-
ysesspecificallytailored for object-orientedlanguages[9].
Our preliminary resultsindicate that greedyprefetchingis
effective on a few, small object-orientedprograms. Also,
classanalysisand methodinlining enableeffective greedy
prefetching. We plan to implement more sophisticated
prefetchingtechniquesin thefuture.

2. RelatedWork
In thissection,wegiveabriefsummaryof relatedwork for

improvingmemoryperformanceof pointer-basedcodes.Pre-
viouswork investigatingprefetchingon pointer-basedcodes
only usesC programs.

Lipasti et. al., presentone of the initial evaluationsof
prefetchingpointer-basedcodes[11]. The technique,called
SPAID, generatesprefetch instructionsfor function argu-
mentsprior to calls. Resultsshow cachemissrateimprove-
mentsonseveralprograms.

Luk and Mowry introduce and evaluate the greedy
prefetchingalgorithmusingC versionsof the Oldenbench-
marks [12]. The main contribution of our work is to use
dataflow algorithmsratherthana loop-basedapproachand
we extendtheanalysisfor object-orientedfeatures.Our pre-
liminary resultsshow similarperformanceresultsto Luk and
Mowry on Java programs. Luk and Mowry also introduce
historybasedprefetchinganddatalinearization,andpresent
limited resultson handoptimizedexamples.RothandSohi



class SList �
int data;
SList next;
int sum() �
prefetch(next);
if (next != null)
return data + next.sum();

return data;���

class DList �
int data;
DList next, prev;
int sum() �
prefetch(next);
// prefetch(prev);
if (next != null)

return data + next.sum();
return data;���

class Tree �
int data;
Tree left, right;
int sum() �
prefetch(left);
prefetch(right);
int s = data;
if (left != null) s += left.sum();
if (right != null) s += right.sum();
return s;���

Figure 1. Prefetch examples for singly linked list, doubly linked list, and binary tree
evaluatea hardware/softwareprefetchingapproachfor toler-
atingmemorylatency in pointer-basedcodes[16]. Thetech-
niqueusesjump-pointerprefetchingwhich is anextensionof
Luk andMowry’s history-pointertechnique.RothandSohi
presentresultsusingthe C versionof the Oldenbenchmark
suite. We intendto extendthesetechniquesfor Java in the
future.

Several researchersimprove the memory performance
of pointer-basedprogramsby rearrangingdataat run time
[3, 6, 7, 8, 18]. Rubin, Bernstein,andRodehcombinedata
reorganizationanda differenttype of greedyprefetchingto
improveperformanceonasmallC kernel[17].

3. GreedyPrefetching
We extend Luk and Mowry’s algorithm for prefetching

object-orientedlanguagessuchas Java. During the traver-
salof a linkeddatastructure,greedyprefetchingattemptsto
prefetchobjectsthatwill beaccessedin thefuture. Its major
limitation is thatit canonly scheduleprefetchinstructionsfor
objectsdirectlyconnectedto thecurrentobject.

Figure1 showssimpleclassdefinitionsfor asingly linked
list, a doublylinkedlist, anda binarytree(we usetheexam-
plesto illustrategreedyprefetchingandnotasgoodexamples
of object-orientedprogramming).Eachclasscontainsasum
methodwhich addstheelementsin thedatastructure.In the
example,weinsertaprefetchinstructionfor thenext objectin
the linkedlist. We cannotprefetchobjectsfurtheraheadbe-
causewedonotknow theaddressof futureobjects.Prefetch-
ing two objectsahead,prefetch(this.next.next),
requirestheaddressof this.next which is unknown until
theprogramdereferencesthis.

Achieving the full benefitsof prefetchingrequiresthe
computationtime betweenthe prefetchand useof the ob-
ject to begreaterthanor equalto thememoryaccesstime to
completelyhide the latency. However, even if thecomputa-
tion time is lessthanthe memoryaccesstime, the prefetch
canpartially hidethe latency. In the linkedlist example,we
only partiallyhidethereadlatency of next if thecostof the
additionandfunctioncall is lessthanthe costof a memory
access.Similarly, we typically only partiallyhidethelatency
of theprefetchof left in thebinarytreeexample.However,
sincewe alsoprefetchright, we may completelyhide its
memorycost.

The greedyprefetchalgorithm consistsof two parts; a
phasewhich finds objectsto prefetchfollowed by a phase
which schedulesthe prefetchinstructions.The algorithmis
greedybecausewedo not performany analysisto determine
if anobjectis alreadyin thecacheandwe try to prefetchas
muchaspossible.Our algorithmusesboth intra-procedural
andinter-proceduraldataflow analysisto find objecttraver-
salsin loopsandrecursivecalls.

3.1. DetectingRecurrent Object Updates
A recurrentobject updateis a statementof the form, o

= o.next, occuringin a loop or recursive methodcall. In
Figure1,next.sum() andleft.sum() areexamplesof
recurrentobjectupdatesoccurringin recursivecalls.

Detectingrecurrentobject updatesis similar to finding
loop inductionvariables.Previousalgorithmsfor finding in-
ductionvariablesareeitherloopbased[1] or usestaticsingle
assignment(SSA) form [19]. We presenta traditionaldata
flow analysisapproachto findingrecurrentobjectupdates.

The algorithmfor detectingrecurrentobject updatesre-
quiresboth intra- and inter-proceduralanalysis. The intra-
proceduralanalysisphasedetectsrecurrentobjectupdatesin
loops. Theinter-proceduralanalysisdetectsrecurrentobject
updatesin recursive methodcalls. Luk andMowry do not
perform inter-proceduralanalysisandonly identify self re-
cursivecalls.

Our intra-proceduraldataflow analysisis a forward,iter-
ative traversalthatusesa threestagelatticeto capturerecur-
rentobjectupdatesateachpoint in theprogram.We definea
functionto mapeachobjectto a latticevalueateachpoint in
theprogram.

Not recurrent. Thetopelementindicatesanobjectis notre-
current.

Possiblyrecurrent. Thefirst time we processanobjectit is
potentiallyrecurrent.

Recurrent. Thebottomelementindicatesanobjectis recur-
rent.

At eachstoreexpressionin theprogram,wedefineatrans-
fer functionwhichassignsobjectsto latticevalues.
� If the storeexpressionis a field assignmentof the form

o = p.next, whennext is an objectreferenceandp
is not recurrent, thenwemarko possiblyrecurrent. If p
is possiblyrecurrent, theno is recurrent.



Table 1. Olden Benchmark Suite
Name Main DataStructure(s) LOC Methods BytecodeLen. Inputs Inst. Issued TotalMemory

mst arrayof lists 206 39 1452 512nodes 406M 10.4MB
perimeter quadtree 219 44 1717 4K x 4K image 239M 4.3MB
treeadd binarytree 66 11 474 1M nodes 264M 24.3MB
tsp binarytree,linkedlist 273 15 1711 60,000cities 1106M 7.2MB
voronoi binarytree 612 89 4138 20,000points 1043M 19.5MB

� If the storeexpressionis an objectassignment,o = p,
thenassignthevalueof p to o.� For all other storeexpressions,o = expr, we assign
thevaluenot recurrent to o.

At termination,objectsat each programpoint belongto one
of the 3 lattice values. The dataflow merge function en-
surestheordering �
	����������������������	������! #"%$&����������������
�������������� .

We use the possibly recurrent value to detect looping
structures.The first time we analyzea loop, an object,o,
occurringon the LHS of a field referencebecomespossibly
recurrent (e.g., o = b.next). On the seconditerationof
theanalysis,theobjectbecomesrecurrent if thebaseobject
of thefield reference(i.e., b) is alsopossiblyrecurrent. If b
is not recurrent, theno’s valueremainsthesame.Thealgo-
rithm incorrectlymarksobjectsin loop invariantexpressions
asrecurrent (e.g., t in o=p.next; t=o.next). Moving
loop invariantexpressionsout of loopseliminatesthis prob-
lem.

We also track the fields usedin the recurrentobjectup-
dates. In Figure 1 for example, we record that next is
theonly field involvedin the recurrentobjectupdatefor the
traversalof thedoublylinkedlist.

3.2. SchedulingPrefetchInstructions

We greedilyscheduleprefetchinstructionsfor objectsour
algorithmfindsrecurrentduringtheanalysisphase.Weinsert
prefetchinstructionsat theearliestpoint whenwe know the
baseobjectis not null. Theintra-proceduralclassanalysisin
Vortex indicateswhenobjectsarenot null. In Figure1, the
this pointer is the baseobjectandwe know it is not null
uponenteringsum.

Theschedulingphaseusesthefield informationtheanal-
ysis phasecomputesto only scheduleprefetchesfor fields
involved in recurrentobjectupdates.For the doubly linked
list in Figure1, weonly generateaprefetchof thenext field
andnot theprev field. Luk andMowry’s algorithmgener-
atesbothprefetchessincethey donot trackthefieldsusedin
therecurrentupdates.

During schedulingwe performa simplealiasanalysisto
ensurethe scheduleronly generatesa single prefetch in-
struction for groupsof aliasedrecurrentobjects. Tempo-
rary objectscausealiaseswhen usedin sequencessuchas
p=o.next; o=p;. In a loop, we mark botho andp as
recurrent, but we only generatea prefetchfor oneof theob-
jects.

3.3. Inter -proceduralAlgorithm
We useaninter-proceduralalgorithmto find recurrentob-

ject updatesoccurringin recursive methodcalls. Using an
inter-proceduraldataflow analysisis anextensionof Luk and
Mowry’s original algorithmwhich is only ableto detectself
recursivefunctioncalls.

The inter-proceduralalgorithm is a top-down, context-
sensitive traversalof the call graph. A context-sensitive al-
gorithm enablesthe analysisphaseto determinethe fields
usedin recurrentobject updates. A context-insensitive al-
gorithm cannot track the recurrentfields becausedistinct
methodcallsaretreatedsimilarly. For example,in Figure1,
a context-sensitive analysisdeterminesthat this.left
andthis.right areboth recurrentfields in the recursive
method,sum. A context-insensitive analysisonly analyzes
sum onceandwill notdeterminethatbothleft andright
arerecurrentfields.

The inter-proceduralanalysisusesour intra-procedural
analysisto computetherecurrentobjectswithin a procedure.
At eachcall site, we map the recurrentlattice valuesfrom
eachactualto eachformal. Then,weanalyzethemethodus-
ing the intra-proceduralanalysis. Recursive calls causethe
analysisto iterateuntil the recurrentstatusof the formals
reachesa fixedpoint.

3.4. Summary of Extensionsfor Java
Object-orientedlanguagescontainfeatureswhich arepo-

tentially problematicfor the greedyprefetchalgorithm. We
believe inter-proceduralanalysisimprovesthe effectiveness
of greedyprefetchingbecauseobject-orientedprogramsoften
userecursionto expressloopingconstructs.In Figure1, the
sum methodusesrecursionto sumtheobjectsin the linked
list. In C, programmerstypically usea while statementfor
thesamefunction.

To improvetheeffectivenessof greedyprefetchingin Java,
we runouralgorithmafterperformingclasshierarchyanaly-
sisandinlining. Oneuseof classhierarchyanalysisenables
virtual methodinvocationsto betransformedinto directfunc-
tion calls which improvesour inter-proceduralanalysisand
alsoimprovesinlining [10]. We rely uponinlining to remove
unnecessarymethodcalls that encapsulatereferencesto po-
tential recurrentfields. The following is a typical Java code
sequencefor traversinga linkedlist.

Enumeration e = list.elements();
while (e.hasMoreElements()) �
List l = (List)e.nextElement();
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If list is a linkedlist with anext field, thentheexpression
e.nextElement hidestheaccessof l.next andtheex-
pressione.hasMoreElements hidesthe test for null.
Inlining eliminatesthe calls to hasMoreElements and
nextElement.

In the absenceof inlining, we can extend the inter-
proceduraldata flow analysis to track methodsreturning
fieldsandusetheinformationto checkfor recurrentobjects.
We planon extendingour analysisin thefuture,but inlining
appearsto providemostof thisbenefit.

4. Experimental Results
We implementthe greedyprefetchingalgorithm in the

Vortex optimizing compiler [9]. We useVortex to compile
Java programs,performobject-orientedandtraditionalopti-
mizations,andgenerateSparcassemblycode.

We presentpreliminary resultsusing several programs
from theOldenbenchmarksuite[5]. Researchershave used
the Olden suite to evaluateoptimizationsfor pointer-based
programs[7, 12, 16]. Table1 lists theOldenbenchmarkswe
usein our experimentsalongwith characteristicsabouteach
program.Wetranslatedtheprograms,originally writtenin C,

to Java usingan object-orientedstyle. We compilethe pro-
gramsusing JDK 1.1.6. The lines of code(LOC) number
excludescommentsandblank lines. Thebytecodelengthis
the size of the codesegmentsin bytesand not the number
of instructionsin theprograms.We computethetotal mem-
oryusingtotalMemory() andfreeMemory() fromthe
Runtime class.Wedisablegarbagecollectionduringall our
experiments.

We useRSIM to performa detailedcycle by cycle simu-
lation of our programs[15]. RSIM modelsa modernout-of-
orderprocessorbaseduponthe MIPS R10000. The default
processorrunsat 300 MHz, issuesup to 4 instructionsper
cycle,andhasa 64 entryinstructionwindow. Thefunctional
unitsinclude2 ALU, 2 FP, 1 branch,and2 addressunits.The
instructionwindow has64entries.We usethedefault values
for mostof theparametersexceptfor thecachehierarchy. The
following tablelists thememoryhierarchyRSIM parameters
weusein our experiments.Thedefault cachesizesaresmall
for modernprocessors,but matchourdatasizesanddecrease
simulationtimes.

L1 Cache 16KB, directWT, split
L2 Cache 64KB, 4-way, WB, unified
RequestPorts 2
Line Size 32B
L1/L2/Memhit time 1/12/60cycles
CacheMissHandlers(MSHR) 8,8(L1, L2)

Figure2 showspreliminaryperformanceresultsof greedy
prefetching.We normalizetheresultsto theexecutiontime,
in cycles,of theprogramswhenwedonotperformprefetch-
ing. We usethe RSIM conventionto accountfor busy and
stall cycles. We mark a cycle busy if the processorretires
4 instructions(the maximum). Otherwise,the first instruc-
tion that cannotbe retiredby the cycle accountsfor a stall.
Figure2 shows improvementsof 3% (mst),6%, (perimeter),
12% (treeadd),and - 1% (tsp, voronoi). Improvementsare
dueto fewer loadstallsin theprograms.Evenafterprefetch-
ing, thepercentageof loadstallsremainsquitehigh.

Figure 3 provides insight into the effectiveness of
prefetchingby dividing theprefetchesinto variouscategories.
A usefulprefetcharrivesontimeandis accessed.Thelatency
of a late prefetchis only partially hiddenbecausea cache
miss occurswhile the memorysystemretrieves the datum.
The cachereplacesan early prefetchbeforethe useof the
datum. An unnecessaryprefetchhits in the cacheor is co-
alescedinto an MSHR. Figure3 categorizesthe prefetches
for both L1 andL2 prefetches.We scalethe graphfor the
L2 prefetchesto thepercentageof requeststo theL2 cache.
Useful,late,andearlyprefetchesrequireaccessesto thenext
level in thememoryhierarchy. For eachprogram,prefetches
to the L1 cachecontaina small numberof useful and late
prefetches.However, many of theprefetchesareunnecessary
becausethey hit in theL1 cache.Mostprefetchesareearlyin
theL2 cachebecausethecacheis small,unified,andwrite-
backsomuchof thedataarereplaced.



Table 2. Cache Statistics with and without Prefetching
Reads L1 Hit L1 Miss (%) L2 Hit L2 Miss(%) PrefetchesProgram
(M) (%) conf. cap. coal. (%) conf. cap. coal. static dyn. L1 (M) dyn. L2 (M)
13.5 78.3 0.6 13.8 7.3 35.8 7.8 57.3 0mst

w/pf 14.2 81.5 0.6 8.9 9.0 43.8 10.5 45.7 0 8 2.235 .743
30.4 95.9 0.9 0.9 2.3 53.4 4.5 42.0 0perimeter

w/pf 30.4 96.8 0.6 0.7 1.9 53.0 6.6 40.3 0 8 .32 .071
11.5 81.6 0.1 7.1 11.2 3.1 0.9 96.0 0treeadd

w/pf 11.3 85.2 0.1 1.4 13.3 14.0 5.9 80.1 0 2 2.26 .659
106.3 97.4 0.6 1.0 1.0 50.1 14.4 35.5 0tsp

w/pf 126.4 96.5 1.0 0.7 1.8 77.2 3.2 19.6 0 31 25.8 1.08
113.8 93.6 1.5 2.2 2.7 59.0 12.6 26.4 2.0voronoi

w/pf 113.3 93.8 1.4 2.1 2.7 56.9 14.4 26.2 2.5 18 .816 .150

Table2 listsseveralimportantcachestatisticsfor eachpro-
gramwith andwithoutprefetching.Wedividethemissstatis-
tics into conflict,capacity, andcoalescedmisses(coldmisses
areinsignificant).A coalescedreferencemissesin thecache,
but hits in a MSHR. Thetablealsodisplaysstatisticson the
numberof staticanddynamicprefetches.Thestaticprefetch
numbersdonot include23prefetchinstructionsthecompiler
insertsinto theJava library code.In general,prefetchingim-
provesthehit ratesandreducescapacitymisses.

5. Conclusion
Traditionalcompileralgorithmsfor improving the cache

performanceare difficult to perform on languagesthat
mostlyallocatememorydynamically. Compilerinserteddata
prefetchingis an effective techniquefor tolerating latency,
even in pointer-basedprograms. In this paper, we evaluate
the usefulnessof prefetchingin Java programs.We present
anintra-andinter-proceduralalgorithmfor asimpleprefetch-
ing algorithm,calledgreedyprefetching.Ourpreliminaryre-
sultsshow improvementsdueto prefetching.However, our
resultsindicatethat thereis roomto improve prefetchingef-
fectivenessin Java programsbecausemany prefetchinstruc-
tionshit in thecache.Weplanto continueinvestigatingbetter
prefetchingalgorithmsfor Java.
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Abstract

Automatic Dynamic Memory Management (ADMM) allows
programmers to be more productive and increases system
reliability and functionality. However, the true
characteristics of these ADMM algorithms are known to be
slow and non-deterministic. It is a well-known fact that
object-oriented applications tend to be dynamic memory
intensive. Therefore, it is imperative that the programmers
must decide whether or not the benefits of ADMM outweigh
the shortcomings. In many object-oriented real-time and
embedded systems, the programmers agree that the
shortcomings are too severe for ADMM to be used in their
applications. Therefore, these programmers while using
Java or C++ as the development language decide to
allocate memory statically instead of dynamically. In this
paper, we present the design of an application specific
instruction extension called Dynamic Memory Management
eXtension (DMMX) that would allow automatic dynamic
memory management to be done in the hardware. Our high-
performance scheme allows both allocation and garbage
collection to be done in a predictable fashion. The allocation
is done through the modified buddy system, which allows
constant time object creation. The garbage collection
algorithm is mark-sweep, where the sweeping phase can be
accomplished in constant time. This hardware scheme would
greatly improve the speed and predictability of ADMM.
Additionally, our proposed scheme is an add-on approach,
which allows easy integration into any CPU, hardware
implemented Java Virtual Machine (JVM), or Processor in
Memory (PIM).

index terms: automatic dynamic memory management,
real-time garbage collector, mark-sweep garbage collector,
instruction extension, object-oriented programming

1.    Introduction

By early 2000s, many industrial observers predict that
the VLSI technology would allow fabricators to pack 1
billion transistors into a single chip that can run at Giga-
Hertz clock speed. Obviously, the challenge is no longer
how to make billion-transistor chips, but instead, what kind
of facilities should be incorporated into the design [5]. The
current trend in CPU design is to include application specific

instruction sets such as MMX and 3D-now as extensions to
basic functionalities. The rationales behind such approaches
are obvious. First, space and cost limitations are no longer
issues. High-density chips can be manufactured cheaply in
current semiconductor technology. Second, these application
specific instruction sets are included to alleviate
performance bottlenecks in the most commonly used
applications such as 3-D graphic rendering and multimedia.
These rationales closely follow the corollary of Amdahl’s
law: Make the common case fast. Amdahl’s Law reminds us
that the opportunity for improvement is affected by how
much time the event consumes. Thus, making the common
case fast will tend to enhance the performance better than
optimizing rare cases [7]. Since the biggest merit of
hardware is speed, the significant speedup can be gained
through hardware implementations of common cases.

As the popularity of object-oriented programming and
graphical user interface increases, applications become more
and more dynamic memory intensive. It is well-known
among experienced programmers that automatic dynamic
memory management functions (i.e. allocation and garbage
collection) are slow and non-deterministic. Since object-
oriented applications prolifically allocate memory in the
heap, it is also no coincident that such applications can run
up to 20 times slower than the procedural counterparts. A
study has also shown that Java applications can spend 20%
of the execution time in dealing with dynamic memory
management [1]. Unlike stack or queue, heap is not a well-
defined data structure. Allocating memory in the heap often
requires some form of search routines. In software
approaches to heap management, searching is done in
sequential fashion (i.e. linked list search). As the number of
existing objects grows, the search time would grow linearly
longer as well. Studies have shown that applications written
in C++ can invoke up to ten times more dynamic memory
management calls than comparable C applications [10].
Apparently, dynamic memory management is a common
case in object-oriented programming. With Amdahl’s
corollary in mind, the need of a high-performance dynamic
memory manager is obvious.

Deterministic turnaround time is a very desirable trait for
real-time applications. Presently, software approaches to
automatic dynamic memory management often fail to yield
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predictable turnaround time. The most often used software
approach in maintaining allocation status is sequential fit or
segregated fit. These two approaches utilize linked-list to
keep the occupied chunks or free chunks. With linked-list,
the turnaround time often relates to the length of the list. As
the linked-list becomes longer the sequential search time
would grow longer as well [9]. Similarly, the software
approaches to garbage collection also yield unpredictable
turnaround time. Basically two of the most common
approaches for garbage collection are mark-sweep and
copying collector. In both instances, the turnaround time is
not deterministic.

According to Nilsen and Schmidt, one of the ways to
achieve hard real-time performance for garbage collection is
through the hardware support [8]. In this paper, we introduce
an application specific instruction extension called Dynamic
Memory Management eXtension (DMMX) that includes
h_malloc, mark, and sweep instructions at the user-level. In
h_malloc, our high-performance allocation scheme allows
allocation to be completed in a few instruction cycles.
Unlike software approaches, our scheme is fast and
deterministic. To perform garbage collection, the mark
instruction is invoked repeatedly until all the live objects are
marked on a bit-map. Once the marking phase is completed,
the sweep instruction is called. Since we have a dedicated
hardware to perform the sweeping, this phase can be
completed in a few instruction cycles. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow.
Section 2 provides a top-level architecture of our instruction
set. Section 3 describes the internal structure of the Dynamic
Memory Management Unit (DMMU). Section 4 addresses
the architectural support issues for the DMMU. Section 5
concludes this paper.

2.    Overview of the DMMX

In our proposed Dynamic Memory Management
eXtenstion (DMMX), there are three user-level instructions,
h_malloc, mark, and sweep. These three instructions are
used as the communication channels between the CPU and
the Dynamic Memory Management Unit (DMMU). This
DMMU can either be packaged inside CPUs or outside. This
unit can also be included inside the hardware implemented
Java Virtual Machines (i.e. PicoJava II from Sun
Microsystems). The main purpose of the DMMU is to take
responsibility for managing heap space for all processes in
the hardware domain. The proposed DMMU utilizes the
modified buddy system combined with the bit-map approach
to perform constant-time allocation [4]. Usually, each
process has a heap associated with it. In the proposed
scheme, each heap requires three bit-maps, one for allocation
status (A bit-map), one for object size (S bit-map), and one

for marking during the garbage collection (X bit-map). It is
necessary to place these three bit-maps together all the time,
since searching and modification to these three bit-maps are
required for each garbage collection cycle. Figure 1
demonstrates the top-level integration of the DMMU into a
computer system.

Figure 1. The top-level description of a DMMU

Figure 1 illustrates the basic functionality of the DMMU.
First, the DMMU provides services to CPU by maintaining
the memory allocation status inside the heap region of the
running process. Thus, the DMMU must be able to access the
A bit-map, S bit-map, and X bit-map of the running process.
Similar to TLB, the DMMU is shared among all processes.
The parameters that the CPU can pass to the DMMU are the
h_malloc, mark, or sweep signal, the object_size (for the
allocation request), and the object_pointer. The operations of
the DMMU are very similar to the function calls (i.e.
malloc()) in C language. Thus, object_pointer is either
returned from the DMMU in allocation or passed on to the
DMMU during the garbage collection process. The gc_ack is
also returned at the completion of garbage collection cycle.
If the allocation should failed, the DMMU would make a
request to the operating system for additional memory using
system call sbrk() or brk(). 

 Since the algorithms used in the DMMU are
implemented through pure combinational logic, the time to
perform a memory request or memory sweeping is constant.
On the other hand, the time for a software approach in
performing an allocation or a sweeping cycle is non-
deterministic. As stated earlier, Java applications spend
about 20% of the execution time in dealing with automatic
dynamic memory management. This extensive execution
time can be greatly reduced with the use of the DMMU. 

3.    Internal architecture of the DMMU

Inside the DMMU, three bit-vectors are used to keep all
of the object relevant information such as allocation status of
the heap, the size information of occupied blocks and free
blocks, and the live object pointers. The allocation status is
kept on the Allocation bit-vector (A bit-vector). When a
h_malloc is called, the size information is received by the

object_size

object_pointer

0 1  2 3 4 5 6 7....
 

O.S.
Kernel

CPU DMMU sbrk/brk

h_malloc /
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Complete Binary Tree (CBT). This dedicated hardware unit
is responsible for locating the first free memory chunk that
can satisfy the request using the modified buddy system.
Besides locating the memory chunk, the CBT also has to
send out the address of that newly allocated memory and
updates the status of that memory block from free to
allocated. It is worth noting that while the free block lookup
is done using size index of 2n, the system only allocates the
requested size. For example, if 5 blocks of memory is
requested, the system will have to find the first free chunk of
size 8 (23). After a chunk is located, the system only
allocates 5 blocks and relinquishes the remaining 3 blocks.
Each time an object is created or reclaimed, the Size bit-
vector (S bit-vector) is instantly updated by a dedicated
hardware, S-Unit. The auXiliary bit-vector (X bit-vector) is
only used during the marking phase of the garbage collection
cycle. Once the marking phase is completed, the sweep
instruction is invoked. A dedicated hardware, bit-sweeper, is
used to perform this task in constant time. The internal
architecture of the DMMU is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Internal architecture of the DMMU.

Figure 2 depicts the sequence needed to complete the
allocation or garbage collection. For example, if an
allocation of size 5 is requested, A1s indicate the first step
needed to complete the allocation. According the Figure 2,
the h_malloc and input signal would go to logic ’1’ and the
requested size would be given to the CBT. Since the CBT is a
combinatorial hardware, the free memory chunk lookup, the
return address pointer, and the new allocation status signals
can be produced at the same time (A2s). Next, the new
allocation status is latched in the A bit-vector (A3). Since the
S-Unit is also a combinatorial hardware, as soon as the A bit-
vector is latched, the new size information is available to the
S bit-vector. Lastly, the new size information is latched in
the S bit-vector (A4) and the allocation is completed. The
sequence of garbage collection can also be traced in a similar
fashion.

4.    Architectural support for DMMU

This section summarizes the process of memory
allocation and deallocation in the DMMU. Since the bit-
maps of a given process may be too large to be handled in
the hardware domain, the bit-vector, a small segment of the
bit-map, is used in the proposed system. This idea is very
similar to the idea of using TLB (Translation Look-aside
Buffer) in the virtual memory. Due to the close tie between
the S bit-map, A bit-map, and X bit-map, the term bit-vector
used in this section represents one A bit-vector (of A bit-
map), one S bit-vector (of S bit-map), and one X bit-vector
(of X bit-map). Figure 3 presents the operation of the
proposed DMMU. 

When a memory allocation request is received (step 1),
the requested size is compared against the
largest_available_size of each bit-vector in a parallel
fashion. This operation is similar to the tag comparison in a
fully associated cache. However, it is not an equality
comparison. There is a hit in the DMMU, if one of the
largest_available_size is greater or equal to the request size.
If there were a hit, the corresponding bit-vector would be
read out (step 2) and sent to the CBT [4]. The CBT is a
hardware unit to perform allocation/deallocation on a bit-
vector. For the purpose of illustration, we assume that one
bit-vector represents one page of the heap. 

After the CBT identified the free chuck memory from the
chosen page, the CBT will update the bit-vector (step 3) and
the largest_available_size field (step 3*). The object pointer
(in terms of page offset address) of the newly created object
is generated by the CBT (step 4). This page offset combines
the page number (from step 2*) into the resultant address.

Figure 3.The allocation and garbage collection processes of the DMMU 

For the garbage collection, when the DMMU receives a
mark request, the page number of the object pointer (i.e. a
virtual address) is used to select a bit-vector (step A). This
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process is similar to the tag comparison in cache operation.
At the same time, the page offset is sent to the CBT as the
address to be marked (step A*). The process is repeated until
all the memory references to live objects are marked. When
the marking phase is completed, the sweeping phase (step C)
would begin by reading out the bit-vectors and send them to
the bit-sweeper. The bit-weeper would keep all of the objects
where the starting addresses were provided by step A* and
update the bit-vector (step D) and the largest available size
field (step D*). The page number, bit-vectors, and the
largest_available_size are placed in a buffer, called the
Allocation Look-aside Buffer (ALB). 

 Since the DMMU is shared among all processes, content
of the ALB will be swapped during the context-switching.
This issue also exists in TLB. To solve this problem, we can
add a process-id field in the ALB. This will allow bit-vectors
of different processes to coexist in the ALB. We expect the
performance of the ALB to be very similar to the much-
studied TLB. However, further research in the ALB
organization, hit ratio and miss penalty is required. 

5.    Conclusion

Besides providing the speed and predictability in
automatic dynamic memory management, the DMMU can
also reduce the number of cache misses and page faults.
Since all the dynamic memory management information is
kept separately from the object, we do not need to bring the
object in for the marking and object size look up. The bit-
map approach also requires no splitting and coalescing.
Additionally, our scheme can also improve the performance
of multithreaded applications in a multiprocessor
environment. While multithreaded programming in
multiprocessor environment promotes parallel execution of
threads, the task of managing the heap is still done in a
sequential fashion. This means that other threads have to
wait if one thread is allocating inside the heap. Since the
software approach to allocation is slow and non-
deterministic, dynamic memory management can be a major
bottleneck in multiprocessor-multithreaded applications that
are memory intensive [3]. Our scheme allows allocation to
be done quickly, and thus, reduces wait time.

The adoption of object-oriented languages such as C++
and Java in embedded system development also increases
the need for a high-performance automatic dynamic memory
manager. Industry observers predict that by year 2010, there
will be 10 times more embedded system programmers than
general-purpose programmers [2]. This prediction is also
confirmed by the surge of interests in the web-appliances
where each device is a small object-oriented embedded
system. In this paper, we introduce hardware instruction

extensions that would allow ADMM to be fast, robust, and
can respond to the hard real-time requirement.
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Abstract
Current microprocessor families present dramatically
different numbers of programmer-visible register
resources.  For example, the Intel IA32 Instruction Set
provides 8 general-purpose visible registers, most of
which have special-purpose restrictions, while the IA64
architecture provides 128 registers.  It is a challenge for
existing code generators, particularly operating within
the constraints of a  just-in-time dynamic compiler, to
use these varying resources across a number of
architectures with uniform algorithms.  This paper
describes an implementation of Java using Dynamite, an
existing Dynamic Binary Translation tool.  Since one
design goal of Dynamite is to keep semantic knowledge
of its subject machine localized to a front-end module,
the Dynamite code generator ignores method boundaries
when allocating registers, allowing it to fully exploit all
hardware register resources across the hot spots of a
Java program, regardless of the control graphs
represented.

1. Introduction
Current microprocessor famili es present dramaticall y

different numbers of programmer-visible register
resources.  For example, the Intel IA32 Instruction Set
[1] provides 8 general-purpose visible registers, most of
which have special-purpose restrictions, while the IA64
architecture [2] provides 128 registers.  In the former
case, register renaming and out-of-order issue is used in
the microarchitecture to exploit a richer resource set than
indicated by the instruction set, but the paucity of the
visible instruction set remains a severe constraint on a
just-in-time code-generator.  In particular, it is difficult to
pass method parameters efficiently in registers in x86
implementations, since register pressure ensures that the
li fetimes of values in registers are so short.

In the case of RISC, and particularly EPIC [3]
architectures, the visible instruction set more closely
models the register hardware resources provided in an
implementation. Register assignment becomes viable
using a conventional approach, such as defining a
method calli ng sequence, involving caller-saved, callee-
saved and parameter registers, and allocating local

variable and temporary registers within individual
methods.

In the distant future, it is possible that unconventional
CPU architectures may provide extremely high levels of
performance without any significant number of registers.

This disparity of hardware resources has been
addressed by designers of current Java Virtual Machines
by providing different register allocation algorithms for
(e.g.) IA32 and RISC machines.  In this paper, we
describe a single register allocator appropriate to
register-rich and register-poor architectures, and we
explain how this allows us to set optimization boundaries
independently of method boundaries, giving performance
advantages.

Conventional static compilers, and existing JIT
compilers, use method-inlining, more or less
aggressively, to uncover a number of optimization
possibiliti es, with register assignment among them.
Inlining may have its limitations, however, and we have
found a number of cases where inlining (particularly
leaf-method inlining) does not completely address hot
regions of an application.

In this paper, we present some techniques we use to
run Java byte-coded programs on Dynamite, our existing
dynamic binary translation environment. As will be
described below, our techniques rely on optimizing
regions of code without reference to the semantic
boundaries of methods.  Broadly, we claim to gain the
performance benefits of inlining, without its limitations.

We describe the Dynamite binary translation system,
its interfaces and its approach to optimization.  In section
4, we show how Java programs are implemented using
the Dynamite facili ties, and section 5 discusses our
preliminary results.  Previous work in register
assignment for Java programs is introduced in section 6.

2. Dynamite
Dynamite is a reconfigurable Dynamic Binary

Translation system, whose aims are to extend the “Write
Once, Run Anywhere” paradigm to existing binary
applications, written and compiled for any binary
platform. To enable the quick configuration of a
particular translator, Dynamite is constructed as a three-
module system, as shown in figure 1.



The function of the major components is almost self-
explanatory: the Front End transforms a binary input
program into an intermediate representation (IR), which
is optimized by the Kernel, and the Back End generates
and executes a binary version on the target processor.
The Front End interface supports a number  of
abstractions convenient for efficient Front End
implementation, such as the “abstract register” , which
holds intermediate representations of the effects of
subject instructions.  This interface is configured by an
individual Front End module, since different subject
architectures require different numbers of registers.

Two features of this front end interface are relevant to
the current discussion:  firstly, the interface resembles a
RISC-like Register Transfer Language, containing no
peculiarities (such as condition codes or side-effects)
adapted for particular subject architectures.   Secondly,
procedure (method) calli ng is achieved at a primitive
level, typicall y by having the front end create IR to
compose a link value in subject state space, and then
branching or jumping to the callee.  Return from a
procedure is similarly implemented by having the Front
End create IR which causes a jump to be made to the
return address.  Parameter passing and stack-frame
management is implemented by having the Front End
create the appropriate IR to model the subject
architecture’s requirements.

The Kernel contains about 80% of the complexity of
the translator system.  It creates and optimizes IR in
response to Front End calls, and invokes the Back End to
code generate and execute blocks of target code.
Register assignment for the target machine code
generator currently takes place within the Kernel, again
using a Back End interface that is parameterized for
specific target architecture.  Optimization is performed
adaptively at a number of different levels, starting with
initial translation as described below.

To achieve its performance goals, Dynamite operates
in an entirely lazy manner.  An instruction is never
translated until that instruction must be executed, either
because it is a control (jump, branch, exception or call )

target, or because the immediately preceding branch has
fallen through.  As instructions are decoded by the Front
End, their IR is combined until a control transfer is
encountered.  During this process, the kernel performs
optimizations such as value forwarding and dead code
elimination.  When the block of IR is complete, it is code
generated, executed by the back end, and cached for
subsequent reuse.  After a block of target code is
executed, its successor location may either be found
within the cache, or may need translation using the same
actions.

In efficiency terms, target code blocks generated
using this initial scheme leave something to be desired.
The benefit is that the initial translation is quick, taking
only a few thousand instructions per subject instruction.
Register usage is determined by an individual Back End,
largely as a result of the method calli ng sequence
mandated by the static compiler used to compile
Dynamite.  Target registers are used to store temporary
results within the block, but existing Back Ends preserve
all subject register values in target memory at the
boundary of basic blocks.

More optimization and higher quali ty code generation
are triggered when an individual target block is executed
more frequently than a dynamic execution threshold.
This event causes the kernel to create a group containing
this and related blocks in a hot region, and to optimize
this Group Block as a single entity.  Group Blocks may
span arbitrary boundaries in the subject machine:
indeed, in other applications, Dynamite optimizes across
programs and their procedures, static and dynamically-
linked libraries, OS Kernels, and across different virtual
machines.

Within a Group Block, the Dynamite kernel examines
the existing control flow of the region, identifying certain
blocks as entry and exit blocks, and performing value
propagation and dead-code elimination across the entire
group.  The control flow is used to straighten the
conditional branches and eliminate jumps within the
group, so that frequent cases fall through, minimizing
taken branches and maximizing I-cache utilization.

Code generation for a Group Block occurs next.  To
avoid the expense of an iterative algorithm, a very simple
incremental register allocation algorithm is used.
Starting with the target block, operands are allocated to
registers (if the target machine architecture requires), and
operation results are allocated to registers if they are to
be reused.  As the register set is exhausted, spill code is
generated to relinquish previously allocated registers for
new operations.  Register allocations are carried across
basic block boundaries, and the act of code generating
from the most- to the least-frequently executed blocks
within the group ensures that spill s are minimized.

We emphasize that during this code generation
process, all abstract registers and target registers are
treated symmetricall y.  We do not distinguish between
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registers used to pass parameters, those used to carry
visible results, and those used to hold temporary values.
In this way, we can code generate a region containing
multiple procedure call and returns as efficiently as one
containing just a portion of a large procedure.

The final stage of code generation is to generate stubs
for the entry and exit blocks, which need to load abstract
register values into target registers and compute and store
exit values from the group block.

This group-block creation phase can be invoked and
re-invoked any number of times during program
execution, creating larger and smaller groups of basic
blocks, always independent of method boundaries, as the
subject program proceeds through its execution.

3. Implementing Java
The critical design decisions when implementing

Java using Dynamite are the mapping of JVM registers,
local variables, and the stack to the relevant Dynamite
objects, namely abstract registers .

To allow Dynamite to optimize across different Java
methods, we need to map multiple stack frames
simultaneously to different abstract registers. Two
schemes were considered for doing this.

3.1 Sliding frame
On entering a method the front-end would create a

frame within the abstract registers. The arguments to the
method (stored at JVM local variable 0 upwards) become
the base for the frame. After the local variables the return
address is held in the next available abstract register. The
JVM stack is held at the end of the frame. However,
studies [4] show that the stack is usually empty on basic
block boundaries. The purpose of the stack in the frame
is therefore to hold onto stack values that occasionally
span basic blocks and to pass arguments to called
methods. The arguments could become part of the next
frame by overlapping the stack part of the caller’s frame
and the local variable part of the callee frame.

Unfortunately, the problem with this scheme is that
the IR for an individual method needs to refer to specific
abstract registers. This fixes its translation to a particular
stack depth. If the same method is called at a different
stack depth, we need to re-translate it for this new depth.
This is particularly expensive for recursive methods. We
could possibly generate special case translations for
recursive methods and fall back on a scheme that saves
the frame to memory on a method call . Otherwise, for
methods that are called from multiple stack locations we
could avoid re-translation if the method’s frame is at a
greater abstract register location than the current frame.
We would, however, still have to copy the arguments to
the method from the caller’s frame to that of the callee.

Our research has shown that around 90% of
execution time is spent in methods called from more than

16 call sites. These methods are typically utility
functions which are prime candidates for optimization.
Expensive optimizations would be prohibitive for these
methods as the optimization would need repeating many
times.

We conclude that using a sliding frame is therefore
undesirable.

3.2 Fixed frame
The drawback with the “sliding-frame” scheme is

that it is necessary to recompile methods called with
different frame base pointer values. If we fix the address
where a method’s frame lives in abstract registers we
remove this problem. To do this, we allocate a new,
unique frame from a large pool of abstract registers the
first time a particular method is invoked.

We do, however, still need to pass arguments to the
called method from the stack of the calling method. On
encountering a method call , the arguments to the method
are held in intermediate representation ready to be
written to registers. At this point, they can be written
directly to the called method’s local variables avoiding
any copy operation.

The first penalty for this scheme is that we need to
retranslate these abstract register assignments for
different methods called from the same call site. A study
using Harissa [5] shows that at least 40% of method calls
can be accurately statically predicted for 100% of the
time, and dynamic statistics are even better than this.

As in the “sliding-frame” design, recursion needs to
be handled differently, as two invocations of a method
cannot share a single frame.  A simple scheme to handle
recursion is to save a frame to memory before using it, if
it is active, and to restore it on exit.  Alternatively, we
may find some circumstances in which it is advantageous
to generate special-cased versions of recursive methods,
each of which uses a different frame of abstract registers.
This special-casing will be triggered by a heuristic
monitored by code planted in the initial translation of a
(potentially recursive) method.

Finally, assigning unique abstract registers to every
method presents a problem when the static pool is
exhausted. For programs studied to date, fewer than 8000
abstract registers would be sufficient. If greater numbers
were required, the front-end could start re-using frames.
For example, all l eaf methods can share the same frame,
and more generally, methods that occur only on disjoint
subtrees of the call graph can share frames.  In the
pathological case, frames of abstract registers can be
reused by planting code that spill s a number of frames to
memory and refills them when necessary.

4. Discussion
To evaluate this scheme before its implementation,

we carried out a number of experiments by instrumenting



Kaffe [6] to log information about the dynamic
behaviour of Java applications.  We keep sufficient
information to create the dynamic method call tree of the
application.  We create a call tree, in which methods
appear once for each call site, to assess our
implementation alternatives.  For each method
occurrence, we keep the number of byte codes executed
in this invocation, and its local variable requirement,
including parameters.

To estimate the number of target registers needed in
optimization regions of different sizes, we identify hot
spots on this call tree (methods with high contributions to
overall i nstruction counts), and successively add them to
optimization regions, counting the total number of local
variables required at each step.  This approximates to
code generating by hottest method first, then by
successively cooler region.  As each successive method
is added to the optimization region, we require more
local variables.  This gives us the characteristics we show
below.  For these experiments, we monitored “ javac”, the
Java compiler in Java, since it is the largest Java
application we can find.
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In figure 2, we show how a straightforward “hottest first”
selection algorithm can use varying numbers of target
registers to code generate “spill-free” regions of different
sizes.  As we intuitively expect, as we allocate more and
more local variables into target registers, we can
encompass larger and larger regions, contributing to ever
increasing fractions of total instruction count.  For
example, with 5 target registers, we can code generate a
region that contributes 22% to total execution count, and
with 26 registers, 46% of execution count.

In Figure 3, we use a slightly different heuristic to
select methods to include within our selection region.
Here, we select methods based on their run-time
contribution per local variable.  That is, comparing
methods with similar run-time contributions, we
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preferentially select the method with the smaller
requirement for local variables.  This gives better results
when there are fewer target registers available:  for
example with 8 registers, we can cover 30% of total
instruction count, and with 25 registers, we can cover
54% of the instructions.

5. Previous Work
The success of Java has resulted in many JVM

implementations. Some implementations such as Harissa
[5], and J2C translate Java to C code. They then rely on a
C compiler to perform register allocation within and over
method call boundaries. Register mappings within C
programs are beyond the scope of this paper.

In this section we examine how other JVM
implementations perform register mapping and allocation
and compare these to Dynamite.

5.1 Register allocation
Cacao [4] initially maps the JVM stack and local

variables to pseudo-registers, which are then allocated to
CPU registers. Each mapping and allocation begins at the
start of a basic block and builds on the mappings and
allocations of previous basic blocks. When CPU registers
are exhausted a register is spill ed to memory and fill ed
by a pseudo register.

On method call boundaries Cacao pre-allocates
registers. It uses CPU registers to pass arguments and to
receive return values. On machines without register
windows pre-allocation of arguments is only possible for
leaf methods.

Pre-allocation can tie in with existing compiler
method call conventions: for example, in the DAISY
JVM [7] arguments and return values are passed and
received using the Power PC’s C compiler calli ng
conventions, which uses standard registers for passing
arguments.

Figure 2. Instruction Count against
 Local Variables

Figure 3. Instruction Count against
 Local Variables



5.2 Comparison with Dynamite
Method invocation creates a new frame on a call

stack. Cacao avoids unnecessary accesses to this frame
by pre-allocation, utili zing register windows or
potentially by using the machine’s standard calli ng
convention. However, these static mappings take no
account of run-time information on register usage.
Therefore registers could be allocated and then
subsequently unused. Cacao would also calculate any
parameters even if they were unused. Cacao would also
have to copy from one register to another if it repackaged
arguments to another method. Dynamite on the other
hand can avoid this by value forwarding and dead code
elimination within a group block.

Also, when registers are spill ed only the surrounding
and previous basic blocks are considered. This means
that a pseudo register could be spill ed in one basic block
and then filled back again in the next, and Cacao
wouldn’ t know it could spill different registers which are
unused in subsequent basic blocks. Dynamite’s runtime
information about register usage can provide a better
register allocation in this case.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced Dynamite, an

environment for creating dynamic binary translators.  We
have shown how the run-time concepts of the Java
Virtual Machine are mapped onto the Dynamite front end
interface and its internal register allocation algorithms.
This mapping necessarily discards the concepts of
methods and their local variables.

Preliminary investigations show that “method-free”
register allocation shows promise for efficient code
generation across architectures providing wide ranges of
hardware register resources.  We look forward to
presenting more definitive numerical results at the
workshop in October.
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Abstract

The direct costs of virtual function calls in object-
oriented programs is a runtime overhead incurred by the
number of operations required to compute a target func-
tion address, and the time to perform these operations. We
present a technique that uses an HPL PlayDoh architectural
feature known as predication to reduce the direct costs of
virtual function calls. This technique is based on the possi-
bility that the same virtual function table will be shared be-
tween virtual function calls, and whereby exploits this pos-
sibility by interleaving the function calls for objects whose
type cannot be determined statically. With cost models we
show that predication will eliminate redundant loads of the
virtual function table from memory, and thereby reduce the
impacts of memory latency on the overall runtime perfor-
mance of virtual function calls.

1. The overhead of virtual function calls

The use of virtual function calls within object-oriented
(OO) languages has a direct cost of degrading the runtime
performance of programs. As opposed to static function
calls that can be resolved during compilation, a virtual func-
tion call is resolved during runtime if it cannot be statically
bound during compilation. Hence, it will incur a runtime
overhead to determine which function entry point to jump to.
A study performed by Driesen and Holzle showed that C++
programs spend a median of 5.2% of their execution time,
and 3.7% of their instructions in performing virtual func-
tion calls [1]. They go the additional step of saying that this
overhead is likely to increase moderately on future proces-
sors. We believe that this will not be the case if compilers
are enhanced to better utilize newer architectural features in
order to reduce the additional time and/or instruction over-
head. In this study, we present such a compiler optimization
that applies predication on interleaved virtual function calls

to eliminate unnecessary loading of virtual function tables
(VFT) for objects whose type cannot be determined stati-
cally. By eliminating redundant loads , this technique will
minimize the time spent accessing the memory system, and
will reduce potential stalls in the instruction stream. We can
show that the cost of applying this technique will be no more
than a single cycle if the predication is not successful. How-
ever, we believe this cost is worth the potential savings when
considering the nature of OO programs, and the savings that
can be obtained in light of the growing performance gap be-
tween processor and memory systems.

1.1. The mechanics of virtual function calls

In order to understand how the overhead of virtual func-
tion calls can be reduced, the mechanics of such a call should
be understood. Given in Figure 1(a) is an example of a
class hierarchy using single inheritance, and its use. The
object and VFT layouts for this example are shown in Fig-
ure 1(b), which are based on a standard layout as described
by Ellis and Stroustrup [2]. According to Srinivasan and
Sweeney [3], there are four steps required to perform a vir-
tual function call when implementing a standard VFT lay-
out. These are:

1. Load the VFT which contains the entry for the called
function (i.e. access the VFT via the vptr).

2. Access from the VFT the function entry point to branch
to (i.e. load the address of A::foo or B::fee).

3. Adjust the reference to the object through which the
function is being called, to refer to the sub-object that
contains the definition of the function which will be
called (i.e. load A-offset and add to obj1, or load B-
offset and add to obj2). This is known as a late cast.

4. Branch to the entry point of the function.



   public virtual foo();
   public virtual fee();

class A {

int x; };

int y; };
   public virtual fee();
class B : public A {

obj1->foo();
obj2->fee();

A *obj1 = new B;
A *obj2 = new B;
...other code....

Virtual Function Calls

vptr
int x
int y

obj1 vptr
int x
int y

obj2

A::foo()   A-offset
B::fee()    B-offset

Class B’s VFT

(b) The object and VFT layouts

Class Declarations

(a) Example class hierarchy and its use

Figure 1. In C++ syntax, an example use of
a single inheritance class hierarchy, and the
resulting object and VFT layouts based on a
standard implementation.

In a single inheritance hierarchy, an object has a sin-
gle VFT in which all virtual function address are stored,
thereby simplifying step 1 by accessing the VFT via the
vptr. Whereas, in a multiple inheritance hierarchy, an object
may have multiple VFTs with different virtual function ad-
dresses. Consequently, an extra step may be required known
as an early cast. In an early cast, the reference to the object
through which the function is being called is adjusted at run-
time to refer to a sub-object whose VFT contains an entry
for the called function. For either single or multiple inher-
itance, the late cast (i.e. step 3) is required only when the
compiler stores offsets in the VFT rather than ”thunk” code.
The difference being that the ”thunk” code handles the cast-
ing of the object to another object, and an offset provides a
relative position of an object’s definition within the object
layout [3].

The overhead incurred by the above steps becomes ap-
parent when translating the steps into the instructions that
will be execute in order to perform the virtual function call.
Given in Figure 2 is the low-level intermediate representa-
tion (LIR) and the data dependency graph for a virtual func-
tion call under the HPL PlayDoy (HPL-PD) architecture [4].
As can be seen from this Figure, the overhead of the virtual
function call can be attributed to the load operations that are
performed, and the dependencies between the load and the
ALU operations (nodes 1,4 and 5). In most architectures,
the memory loads will incur the largest overhead in com-
parison to the ALU operations, and will most likely stall the

instruction stream if other non-dependent operations cannot
be scheduled during the load.

    r3 = ld r2
    r4 = r3 + 12
    r5 = r3 +20
    r6 = ld r4

    intp1 = r2 + r6
    r8 = pbrr r7 1
    ret_addr = brl r8

    r7 = ld r5

;load the virtual function table (VFT)

;load the late cast offset

;perform the late cast
;prepare to branch
;branch to the function entry point

;calc the address of the function entry point
;calc the address for the late cast offset

;load the function entry point

r3 = ld r2

2
r4 = r3 + 12

3
r5 = r3 +20

4
r6 = ld r4 r7 = ld r5

5

6
intp1 = r2 + r6

7

8

1

ret_addr = brl r8

r8 = pbrr r7 1

(b) Data Dependency Graph

     

(a) Low-Level Intermediate Representation

Figure 2. The HPL-PD instructions for a virtual
function call, and the data dependency graph.

In contrast to a static function call, as shown in Figure 3,
the number of instructions to perform a virtual function call
is greater, and consequently the performance is lower. A re-
lationship can be established between the runtime perfor-

r3 = pbrr _$fn_foo__!DFv 1     ;prepare to branch to the function
intp1 = r2                                  ;set the this pointer

ret_addr = brl r3                       ;branch to the static function address

Figure 3. The HPL-PD instructions for a static
function call.

mance of these function calls by expressing the runtime of
the virtual function call ( ��� ) in terms of the runtime of the
static function call ( ��� ). Ideally, ��� would be the same as� � , however due to the extra instructions and the dependen-
cies between these instructions, � � will be larger by some
delta. With this in mind, the relationship between � � and��� can be express as: �	��
��	������

(1)

The value of ��� is a factor of the extra instructions that
are required for a virtual function call ( ��������� ), the number



of cycles to issue an instruction (CPI), and the clock rate of
the machine. Hence, ��� can be expressed as:� � 
�� �"!�#$#&%��('&�&% )�+*-,/.1032547698

(2)

and equation 1 can be rewritten as:�	��
��	��:� � !�#$# %��('&�5% )�+*-,/.1032;4<698
(3)

As for the CPI, this value can be expressed as the sum of
the ideal CPI and the number of pipeline stall cycles per in-
struction. In the case of the virtual function call, the data de-
pendencies between the load and ALU operations will be the
cause of the pipeline stalls, and can be categorized as Load
Stall Cycles and ALU Stall Cycles. For the purpose of this
study we do not consider the stalls associated to the branch
delay, and assume that the branch operation for a static func-
tion call will consume as many cycles as with a virtual func-
tion call. With this simplification of the CPI, we can express
it as:�('&�=
�� >78$4 *9�('&�?�A@ ,/4<>+B�694<*C*D�&ED.1*-8/FG�IH @"J B�694 *-*K�&E .1*C8LF� �"!�#$#

(4)

Since the clock rate of a machine is constant, the only
way to reduce the runtime overhead of virtual function
calls ( � � ) is to reduce the number of additional instruction
( ��� ����� ) and/or reduce the cycles per instruction (CPI). We
propose a technique below that will do exactly this, by uti-
lizing an HPL-PD feature known as predication to eliminate
unnecessary loads of the VFT.

1.2. Applying predication to virtual function calls

A common practice within OO programs is to partition
functionality into small, re-usable functions, also known
as methods. Consequently, the average number of calls to
methods in OO programs is higher than the number of calls
to functions in procedural programs [5]. However, given
that these methods are called through a finite set of objects,
one would expect that a number of the methods are called
with like objects (i.e instances of the same class). If this
was the case, and the methods are virtual functions, then the
calls to these functions will use the same VFT, as is shown
in the example given in Figure 1(b). Therefore, if the com-
piler was able to interleave these calls, it could eliminate the
redundant loads of the same VFT for each subsequent call
after the initial call. This would reduce the number of load
stall cycles (i.e. reduce the CPI) and reduce the pressure on
the load/store units, which opens the opportunity to schedule
other memory bound instructions. The compiler optimiza-
tion presented in this study does exactly this by interleaving
multiple virtual function calls for objects whose type can-
not be determined statically, and applies predication to con-
ditionally load the VFT when needed.

Predication supports conditional execution of individual
operations based on boolean guards, which are implemented

as predicated register values [6]. By use of predication, the
compiler can transform a virtual function call so that cer-
tain operations (e.g. loading the VFT) are controlled by 1-bit
predicate registers. The 1-bit predicate registers are read by
the hardware during the instruction decode/register fetch cy-
cle, and forwarded onto the execute cycle. Depending on the
value of the qualifying predicate, the computed results of the
guarded instructions are either applied towards the proces-
sor state, or discarded. As an example, Figures 4 and 5 show
the predicated and non-predicated HPL-PD instructions, re-
spectively, for two interleaved virtual function calls. These
schedules are based on the example given in Figure 1(a), and
on the assumptions given in Table 1. Note that the stalls
shown in cycles S1 and S2 are due to structural hazards re-
sulting from a single load/store unit with a latency that is de-
pendent on the average memory access (AMA) time. Hence,
the length of these stalls is variable, and in the case of the
S2 stall, it may be eliminated if the memory latency is short
(e.g. a memory latency of 2 cycles).

Architecture 2-Way Issue VLIW
Integer ALU Units 2 units with a latency of 1 cycle
Load/Store Units 1 unit with a latency based on AMA time

Table 1. Assumptions applied to the sched-
ules given in Figures 4 and 5

load obj2’s VFT

calc. address for obj1’s
offset & function entry pt.

load obj1’s offset

load obj1’s VFT

r11 = r10 + 16

r6 = ld r4

** Structural hazard stall **

r12 = r10 + 24

r4 = r3 + 12 r5 = r3 + 20

r10 = ld r9

** Remaining instructions **

calc. address of obj2’s
offset & function entry pt.

4+S1+S2

5+S1+S2

S2

3+S1

2+S1

6+S1+S2

S1

1 r3 = ld r2

Cycle             VLIW  Instruction

** Structural hazard stall **

Figure 4. The schedule of non-predicated
HPL-PD instructions for the two virtual func-
tion calls shown in Figure 1(a).

As shown in the schedule where predication is used, if the
objects are of the same class type, then the redundant loading
of the VFT is eliminated at cycle 2+S1. This would avoid
the stall cycles at S2, and provide an opportunity to schedule
another memory bound instruction in its place (i.e. in the
S2 cycle). On the other hand, if the objects are of different
class types, then all loads are performed and the length of
the schedule is the same as when predication is not used.

In order to quantify the benefits of predication, we should
first determine the cost of loading all VFTs, as would nor-
mally occur. In a schedule without the use of predication,
the number of VLIW instructions required to load the VFTs



p1 = 1; p2 = 0 iff r2 = r9
p1 = 0; p2 = 1 iff r2 != r9

if p2 then r10 = ld r9
if p1 then r10 = r3

r11 = r10 + 16

r6 = ld r4

r4 = r3 + 12

4+S1+S2

5+S1+S2

S2

3+S1

2+S1

6+S1+S2

S1

1

Cycle             VLIW  Instruction

r3 = ld r2

(p2) r10 = ld r9

p1,p2 = cmpr(r2,r9)

(p1) r10 = r3

r5 = r3 + 20

r12 = r10 + 24

** Structural hazard stall **

** Remaining instructions **

 ** Potentially Eliminated Stalls **

Figure 5. The schedule of the predicated HPL-
PD instructions for the two virtual function
calls shown in Figure 1(a).

is MNPOCQ	RTS�U M5V , where V is the number of interleaved virtual
function calls, and N is the maximum number of load oper-
ations allowed per VLIW instruction. Each VLIW instruc-
tion will complete the loading of the VFTs in the time period
for which it takes to locate the VFTs within the memory hi-
erarchy (i.e. the average memory access cycles). This is a
factor of the hit cycles, miss rate and miss penalty at each
level in the memory hierarchy. For simplicity, we will refer
to this as the AMA cycles, which is a based on the average
memory access time as shown by Hennessy and Patterson
[7]. Hence, the average number of cycles required to load
the VFTs can be expressed as:H;W<X3Y @ ,L4 >5�&ED.1*-8/F;
 Z[]\_^a`9b]c Zed %�H&fgHI.hED.1*-8/F

(5)

and the AMA cycles for a 3-level memory hierarchy with an
L1 and L2 cache and main memory, is:H&fgH:.hE .i*-8/F�
�j \ 6k�&ED.1*-8/FLlkmG�nf \ F$FG2547698/lkmo% ` j \ 6p�&E .1*C8LFLlrqo�f \ F$FG2547698/lrq�%�j \ 6	�&ED.1*-8/FLs�t�u-v3s�wyx&zi{1| d

By use of predication, the number of operations to load
the VFTs is reduced by the cardinality of the set of virtual
function calls (S) that use the same object type as the first
virtual function call. In other words, once the first VFT is
loaded, each subsequent function call using the same VFT
can eliminate its load operation. Since the first virtual func-
tion call will load the VFT into the L1 cache, each eliminated
load from the subsequent virtual function calls will reduce
the overhead by the number of cycles required to access the
L1 cache, assuming a nonblocking cache using a simple hit-
under-one-miss scheme. We can express the number of cy-
cles to load the VFTs with use of predication as an extension
to Equation 5:H;W7X?Y @ ,/4 >k�&E .i*-8/F<} \ 69~�'&��8L> \ .1476 \ , ^ 
�� Z���� B �[]\_^�`�b]c Z=d/� *

H&fgHP.hED.1*-8/F
(6)

Given in the schedule shown in Figure 5, where the num-
ber of interleaved virtual function calls is 2, and the assumed

latencies and miss rates for the different levels in the mem-
ory hierarchy are as given in Table 2, the average load cycles
with predication is:H;W<X3Y @ ,L4 >&�&ED.1*-8/F�} \ 69~�'&��8L> \ .1476 \ , ^ 
���� ��� B �[�\_^�` ) c � d�� %` � �n�DY � % `9� ���DY ) � %o�7� d�d

Level Latency Miss Rate
L1 Cache 2 20%
L2 Cache 7 12%
Main Memory 35

Table 2. Example latencies and miss rates

In the case where the virtual functions are called with dif-
ferent types of objects, the set of virtual function calls (S) is
empty. Whereas, if called with like objects then S is � obj2-� fee � . The average load cycles required between these two
cases is 8.48 and 4.24 respectively. Since in some cases the
load cycles can be masked by overlapping non-dependent
instructions with the loads, the reduction of load cycles by
use of predication cannot be translated into a speedup for
the virtual function call. However, when the load cycles
cannot be fully masked, then the enhanced speedup result-
ing from the use of predication is approximately the ratio�o�/�D�$�a�$�<�G�;�<�y�-� ��� O �� K�$¡D�r¢o£L�i� O �h�/� O � Q�o�/� �/�a�$�<�G�;�<�y�-� � O �� +¢o£/�1� O �h��� O � Q . One would expect that
as the the number of interleaved virtual function calls using
like objects increases, so will the enhanced speedup.

What is missing from the average load cycles with pred-
ication is the cost of performing the predication (i.e. setting
the predicate registers and evaluating the predicated instruc-
tions). Given an architecture that would allow a maximum
of N loads in a single cycle, where N

�
1, the use of predi-

cation would replace N - 1 loads with compare-to-predicate
operations (CMPR). Since the CMPR operation has a la-
tency of 1 cycle, which is traditionally less than the latency
of the replaced load operations, the impact of using predica-
tion thus far is a reduction in cycles. The N - 1 replaced loads
then become predicated loads, which can be scheduled in the
cycle following the initial load. If any of these predicated
loads are executed, then they would complete execution one
cycle after the initial load, based on an average memory ac-
cess time. Thus, the cost of using predicated loads when
the object types do differ can be a single cycle. However,
as shown in the schedule from Figure 5, the cost is 0 cycles
when the load operation is not replaced but is merely pred-
icated (i.e. N = 1), and the predicated load and assignment
operations can be scheduled on the same cycle.

The other case to consider is when the objects are the
same type, and the assignment of the VFT must be per-
formed. This assignment cannot take place until the initial
load has completed. In an architecture that allows N load op-
erations in a single VLIW instruction, one can safely assume
will also support N assignment operations in a single VLIW



instruction. Consequently, if all N - 1 predicated assignment
operations were to be executed, they could be scheduled in
the same cycle and would complete in a single cycle (as-
suming a latency of 1 for ALU operations). Interestingly
enough, if there exists a mix of virtual function calls that do
and do not use the same object types, the predicated assign-
ment operations can be scheduled on the last execution cycle
of the predicated load operations since these operations are
independent of each other. Hence, we can safely say that the
cost of using predication in virtual function calls will cost
one cycle in the worst case, thereby modifying Equation 6
to be:H;W7X?Y @ ,/4<> �&E .1*C8LFi} \ 69~r'&��8L> \ .1476 \ , ^ 
¤� Zg��� B �[�\_^�`�b�c Z=d/� %/H+fgH5.hED.1*-8/FL� )

(7)

In terms of Equation 3, predication reduces the number of
load cycles which can potentially reduce the number of load
stall cycles. The load stall cycles are used to compute the
CPI, as shown in Equation 4. On the other hand, the instruc-
tion count which is also used to compute the CPI, increases
due to the additional compare-to-predicate and assignment
instructions. However, the predicated instructions (i.e. the
VFT load and assignment) may or may not be committed to
the processor state. This can impact the CPI. Thus, to ac-
curately reflect the CPI on architectures that support pred-
ication, a raw CPI and a useful CPI should be considered.
The raw CPI reflects all instructions, regardless of if they
are predicated. Whereas, the useful CPI reflects only those
predicated instructions that are committed. As for this study,
we consider only the raw CPI which is an upper bound to the
actual CPI. With this in mind, we can express � � with pred-
ication as: �k�I} \ 69~5¥3��8$> \ .i476 \ , ^ 
��k¦��§ ` � � !�#i# � � d %

` �('&� �©¨ * \_[]\_^ 47698L>5Ba694<*-*K�&E .i*-8/F` � � !�#$# � � d d � )hª % )�+*-,/.1032547698
2 Other techniques

This application of predication towards virtual function
calls is not limited to single inheritance hierarchies, as our
example depicts. In fact, this concept can be further ex-
tended with multiple inheritance hierarchies to reduce the
cost of the early cast. For instance, if two virtual functions
are contained in the same VFT, and the objects with which
these functions are called are siblings in the class hierarchy
(i.e. they inherit from the same base classes), then both the
early cast and the loading of the VFT can be eliminated for
one of the calls.

Another application of predication to reduce the over-
head of virtual function calls is to use it in conjunction with
runtime class tests, or also known as I-Call If Conversion
[8]. This would convert the virtual function calls into static
function calls, and reduce the branch mispredicts that are
generally seen with this type of conversion.

3 Summary

To minimize the runtime overhead associated to virtual
function calls, one must either reduce the number of opera-
tions required to perform a call, or reduce the CPI for the
call. With a basic understanding of the mechanics of vir-
tual function calls, one can see why they incur this overhead,
and how this overhead might be reduced in light of newer
architectural features. Predication is one such feature that
could be used to conditionally eliminate loading the same
VFT for multiple virtual function calls. By eliminating re-
dundant load operations, we can minimize the time spent ac-
cessing the memory system and reduce potential stalls in the
instruction stream. If the load operations cannot be reduced,
then the cost of using predication, in the worst case, is a sin-
gle cycle. We believe this cost is worth the potential savings
when considering the nature of OO programs, and the sav-
ings that can be obtained in light of the growing performance
gap between the processor and memory systems.
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Abstract

Assuming the Java version of a program provides  good 
performance, many programmers are interested in using 
Java as a replacement for many traditional programming 
languages because of the portability of Java and the 
extensive runtime libraries. However, in many cases the 
performance of the Java code requires improvement 
before it is acceptable. Profiling provides an effective 
means of identifying the sections of code that consume the 
most processing time and are the best candidates for 
optimization.

A prototype low-overhead, time-based profiling system 
has been developed for the Kaffe Java Virtual Machine’s 
(JVM) Just-In-Time (JIT) i386 translator using the 
high-resolution timestamp register of the Intel Pentium 
processor. Experience with this approach suggests that a 
‘‘virtual time’’ register would be a useful addition to the 
processor to simplify measuring the performance of 
multithreaded programs. Direct user control of the 
performance monitoring hardware would reduce the cost 
of measuring multiple performance metrics on a 
per-method basis.

1. Introduction



2. Instrumentation Architecture

3. Results



Table 1: Comparison Two Method of Measuring 
Benchmark Runtime.

Table 2: Comparison of coverage of JVM runtime 
by profiler.

Table 3: Top 20 times for HelloWorldApp.



Table 4: Volano measurements.

4. Conclusion
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Abstract

The VAULT project is concerned with the design of a
‘multi-processor on a chip’ aimed specifically at multi-
threaded Java implementation. It has wide ranging aims
that require research in a variety of hardware and software
areas. The project is still in its early stages and most of the
work is still to do. This paper provides an overview of the
project as envisaged currently and then examines some of
the initial work in detail. In order to perform a comprehen-
sive evaluation of the VAULT approach, it was thought nec-
essary to perform detailed instruction level simulation. A
single CPU structure therefore needed to be defined to form
the basic building block of the system and hence the simula-
tor. One of the first decisions needed was the basic Instruc-
tion Set Architecture of the CPU. The reasons behind the
choice are examined using results obtained by detailed in-
strumentation of the Java Virtual Machine and the running
of a variety of Java benchmarks.

1.Introduction

The VAULT project has two distinct but closely con-
nected aims: firstly to explore the potential of future VLSI
to produce a ‘multi-processor on a chip’ and secondly to
provide support for high performance Java based systems of
the future.

The combination of these two issues is neither accidental
nor arbitrary. The case for considering single chip multi-
threaded and/or multi-processor structures to utilize future
VLSI technology is well known. However, most proposals
in this area have either been extensions of current super-sca-
lar designs or integrated versions of conventional multi-
processors [1]. Concentration on the Java environment al-
lows us to consider new approaches which can optimize the
software performance, while at the same time benefit from
the natural multi-threaded structure, to produce high per-
formance, low power hardware.

The environment is significantly different from that re-
quired to support serial or parallel C or FORTRAN based
code for which current processors are optimized. The most
obvious differences are:-

• Execution by dynamic compilation of bytecode.
• Object oriented code with heavy use of method ca

ing, dynamic binding, object access (via indirec-
tions) and garbage collection.

• Dynamic linking and loading of objects.
• Program level multi-threading.
• Particular importance of multi-media applications.

It is believed that hardware structures can be tailored
these needs with a resulting performance increase. It is a
important to note that many such systems will need to
portable and hence power dissipation is a significant iss

It is assumed that compatibility with previous hardwar
is not necessary (this is probably essential to permit the
vestigation of novel ‘on-chip’ mechanisms). Dynamic bina
ry translation can be used to run ‘legacy’ software
necessary.

This paper outlines the overall features of the VAULT
architecture, which are aimed at realizing high performan
for the Java environment. However, the project is at an ea
stage and much of the detail is still being explored. The m
jor detail of the work described here is concerned with th
selection of an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). A selec
tion of programs from the JavaSPEC [2] benchmarks h
been used to analyse the various ways in which byteco
can be executed and the resulting overheads which occ
This analysis suggests that a register windows based C
would provide optimum performance. Assuming that th
approach is followed, the final section describes a more d
tailed analysis of the benchmark execution in order to asc
tain the numbers of registers and windows necessary
achieve that performance.

2.Project Principles

The following are the principles and features which a
guiding our research. This is currently in an early stage
that the detail of some of these issues has not yet been
plored.

1. Parallelism through multiple simple CPUs rather than
exploiting ILP etc.
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• Natural exploitation of threaded parallelism - poten-
tially higher performance than the alternative of time
sliced execution on super-scalar CPU as thread
count increases.

• Complexity/performance ratio per CPU lower lead-
ing to more efficient silicon use.

• Power/performance ratio per CPU lower - particu-
larly important for portable computing.

• Simple processors imply significantly reduced
design effort.

2. Processor structure optimized for support of (dynami-
cally) compiled Java and multiple thread support.

• Register windows structure for efficient support of
frequent subroutine (method) calls.

• Multiple register set ‘heap’ with hardware assisted
allocation and spilling to allow frequent thread
switching within a CPU.

• Caching structure tailored to object accessing and
dynamic binding.

3. Inter processor communication at register and cache
level via special bus structures.

• On-chip communication will enable specialized
communication paths to be implemented at high
speed.

• Support for very lightweight thread creation. Use of
dynamic thread creation. Use for ‘real’ parallelism
(loops etc.) within Java level threads for higher par-
allel performance (e.g. for multi-media computa-
tions).

• Support for dynamic load balancing. Rapid
exchange of load information and rapid task creation
minimize ‘feedback system instability’.

• Ability to query remote caches a significant aid to
task placement.

4. Processor support for multi-media applications.

• Multi-dimensional cache structures.
• Multi-media processor functions?

5. Dynamic compilation (for parallelism).

• Dynamic compilation for optimal use of single proc-
essor structure (Hot Spot etc.)[3].

• Decisions on size of parallel tasks best left until run-
time.

• Decisions about how to divide (e.g. data sets) bes
left until run time.

• Data representations can be altered dynamically?
(e.g. tree structured arrays)

There have been a number of architectures proposed
the efficient execution of object-oriented languages, most
them aimed at Smalltalk. The SOAR [4] processor had
register windows structure but these were not organized a
freely allocated heap like VAULT. Most of the other SOAR
features such as tagged data are not applicable in a Java
vironment. The Mushroom [5] project examined nove
memory mechanisms for object accessing and cach
which may be relevant to VAULT.

We have (very) recently become aware of some of the d
tails of the Sun MAJC architecture [6]. This appears to sha
many of its higher level aims with VAULT. The major dif-
ferences appear to be at the individual processor level wh
they propose the use of multiple function units and a VLIW
ISA.

3.Choosing the VAULT CPU ISA

It is tempting to think that the correct way to approach th
design of hardware to execute Java efficiently is to produ
a stack based CPU. This might either implement the fu
functionality of the Java Virtual Machine in hardware or a
least provide a simple stack based ISA into which the byt
codes can readily be translated.

It was felt that the first of these options was against bas
RISC philosophy and was thus unlikely to lead to optimu
performance. The picoJava [7] project has already inves
gated the second approach. It uses stack caching techniq
coupled with hardware supported instruction folding t
overcome some of the inherent disadvantages of a st
based ISA concerned with the movement and duplication
operands. Such a processor is particularly suited to emb
ded applications where it requires minimal software su
port. A number of other projects have also studied simil
hardware techniques.[8][9]

We were not convinced that, if one assumed the use
sophisticated JIT or dynamic compilation techniques,
stack based structure would outperform a more conventio
register based ISA. However, due to the heavy use of me
od calling in many Java applications, we thought that the u
of register windows might be beneficial. Although it is, o
course, possible to study Java implementations on real pr
essors which exhibit the various design alternatives we f
that there was a need to perform an evaluation using a co
mon methodology. We therefore studied a number of diffe
ent ISAs together with appropriate software support using
variety of Java benchmarks.
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In order to produce a useful comparison, it was necessary
to postulate some simple cases which represented distinct
points in the design space. We chose to compare the follow-
ing models of execution:-

• Bytecode- A direct execution of Java bytecode
assuming no optimization.

• Folding_2 - Java bytecode execution assuming the
folding optimizations used in the picoJava-1 processor
(up to two instructions are folded).

• Folding_3 - Extends the Folding_2 model to consider 3
instruction folding

• Folding_4 - Java bytecode execution assuming the
folding optimizations used in the picoJava-2 processor
(up to four instructions are folded).

• Reg- A simple register based ISA together with a ‘state
of the art’ register allocation algorithm. We chose to
base this on the techniques described for the Cacao
compiler [10] as these seemed to represent an efficient
but simple mechanism.

• Regwin- A register windows based ISA again using the
Cacao algorithm.

We have implemented these models and added them to
the Sun JDK JavaVM through which the JavaSPEC bench-
mark programs are analyzed. (The _227_mtrt program was
omitted as it is a multithreaded program and we are con-
cerned here with simple single thread characteristics.)

The nature of the benchmarks is described briefly in Ta-
ble 1.

The results are summarized in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1
shows the dynamic bytecode execution frequencies for var-
ious bytecode classes; constant loads (const), local variables
load/store (local), array load/store (array), stack operations
(stack), arithmetic/logic (ALU), conditional/unconditional
branches (branch), field load/store (field), method invoca-
tion (invoke) and other (ow). The results assume the Byte-

code execution model. The high occurrence of const, loc
and stack operations, contributing around 50% of the to
instruction count, is responsible for the stack overhead.

Figure 1. Dynamic instruction mix.

Figure 2 shows the number of instructions executed
each benchmark program for the six execution mode
Folding_2 reduced the number of instructions by a max
mum of 17% (for _209_db) and a minimum of 6% (fo
_202_jess); the average is 12%. Folding_3 and Folding
contribute another 3% at most with average of 1%.

Reg worked better than the folding models for four of th
programs; reductions ranged from 26% to 44%. For the o
er two programs (_202_jess, _213_javac) there is a sma
reduction of 14%. As can be seen from Figure 1, these p
grams have nearly double (2, and 1.7 respectively) t
number of method calls of the other programs, increasi
the relative call overhead.

Figure 2. Relative instruction counts

Regwin was able to outperform all other models. Th
was expected observing, from Figure 1, that method ca
account between 1% and 5% of the executed instructio
Regwin reduced the number of instructions by at least 40
for five programs. The remaining program (_228_jack
showed only a 29% reduction. This is attributed to the rel

Table 1: Benchmark Programs

Program Description

_201_compress Lempel-Ziv compression

_202_jess Java Expert Shell System

_209_db Database functions

_213_javac JDK 1.02 Compiler

_222_mpegaudio Decompress MPEG-3 audio

_228_jack Java version of yacc
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tively frequent stack (at least 8%) and infrequent local and
ALU operations. This suggests less sharing of local values
and hence the benefit of using registers is decreased.

We have not considered the effects of ‘in-lining’ in our
study. This would undoubtedly narrow the gap between the
Reg and Regwin results for some applications. However,
there are limits to which in-lining techniques can be used for
deeply nested programs and it is inapplicable in the general
cases of both recursion and dynamic binding. It can be ar-
gued that most of the JavaSPEC benchmarks are not repre-
sentative of programs written using the full Object Oriented
style where the above issues will be of increased relevance.
We therefore believe that achieving optimum performance
on real method calls is important and hence our approach is
justified.

4.Register and Window Usage

The previous analysis assumed an unlimited supply of
registers and register windows. We re-instrumented the Sun
JDK JavaVM to count the number of local variables ac-
cessed. Figure 3 shows the accumulated percentage of local
variable usage assuming that all local variables are mapped
into registers.

Figure 3. Cumulative percentage of register usage

The x-axis shows the number of registers required on a
base 2 logarithmic scale (i.e., number of bits required to en-
code a local variable). The most register hungry application
(_222_mpegaudio) has a ‘knee’ at 13 registers covering
91% of variable accesses. The next significant ‘knee’ is at
30 registers where several applications achieve 95% usage.
This indicates that the decision is between 16 and 32 regis-
ters although a more detailed study of dynamic register us-
age in the presence of dynamic register allocation
algorithms is required before a final decision is reached.

In order to determine the number of register windows, it

is necessary to study the method call depth. We extend
our instrumentation to provide this information. Figure
shows the call depth distribution for the various benchma
programs. The x-axis is the actual call depth, while the
axis is the percentage of total instructions which get exec
ed at that depth. The absolute value of the call depth is of m
nor importance, in fact the offset of 13 in Figure 4 is due
a set of ‘wrapper’ methods around the benchmark su
which are executed initially. These will, of course, requir
register window allocation and register ‘spills’ if the win-
dow total is exceeded but this will only occur once. The im
portant characteristic is the width of the profile. Program
such as _209_db with a very narrow profile indicate that e
ecution takes place with very shallow nesting while a broa
profile like _202_jess indicates deep nesting.

Figure 4. Call depth distribution

Flynn [11] suggests that a useful measure of the c
depth of programs is the relative call depth defined as the a
erage of absolute differences from the average call dep
Table 2 shows the relative call depth for the benchmar
used.This clearly distinguishes the different characterist
which are apparent from the graphical profile. However,
does not give an accurate figure for the actual number
windows needed.

A more accurate estimate of the register window requir
ments is necessary before design decisions can be m
Our instrumentation was yet further extended to study t
way in which the provision of windows affected the execu
tion.

We simulated the benchmarks with varying numbers
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Table 2. Relative Call Depth

Benchmark 201 202 209 213 222 228

Relative
Call Depth

0.16 5.88 0.54 7.40 1.70 5.67
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windows and measured the miss ratio, defined as the ratio of
the number of window accesses resulting in window over-
flow or underflow to the total number of windows accesses.
A window access takes place twice per method call, once on
entry and once on exit. The results are shown in Figure 5.

As expected from the relative call depth figures, two of
the benchmarks have a requirement for only a small number
of windows and, for them, two might suffice. However, to
achieve a low miss ratio (less than 0.02) for all benchmarks,
eight register windows appear to be necessary. To empha-
size, at this level over 98% of all method calls would not re-
quire register spilling.

From these experiments, it is believed that we have deter-
mined that a configuration of eight register windows each
containing 16 or 32 visible registers would be sufficient to
achieve good performance.

Figure 5. Window miss ratios

It is thought that the this configuration is of acceptable
complexity for the processor design being considered.

5.Conclusions

This paper presents an overview of the VAULT project
followed by the detail of the choice of an ISA.

The design issues are outlined together with possible so-
lutions currently being investigated. The most important
features of VAULT are thought to be:-

• Simple CPU structure with optimized support for Java
like languages.

• On-chip multi-processor structure with fast thread
synchronization facilities.

• Support for multi-media processing.

Initial results concerning the ISA design are presented
which have demonstrated that an ISA using register win-
dows results in a dramatic reduction of the stack overhead,
far better than can be achieved by folding techniques. The

register windows structure is important for reducing metho
call overheads.

We have verified by detailed simulation that the numb
of registers and register windows required to achieve go
performance is modest and therefore consistent with the l
el of hardware complexity envisaged.

The work done so far has enabled us to narrow the des
space to a level where we are able to embark on the c
struction of an instruction level simulator for a VAULT
CPU. This work, together with compilation routes from Jav
bytecode (and C) is almost complete. Using this, we will b
able to perform a very accurate verification of the design d
cisions presented above and make any adjustments to
CPU structure which are necessary. The next stage is to
tend the simulation to the multi-processor structure in ord
that we can start to study the full potential of the VAULT ap
proach.
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Abstract

 In current solutions a Java Virtual Machine executes
Java byte code by interpretation or dynamic compilation.
To increase the execution performance we propose our
experiences in the development of a processor
architecture that can directly execute JavaCard 2.0
compliant byte code.

1. Introduction

JAVA has been developed for desktop and internet
based systems but there are several implementations in the
embedded area where specific Java advantages can be
reused, so the idea behind JAVA and its benefits is
successively transported into the embedded system-
industry. In this paper we focus on static embedded
systems in which is no need for dynamic class loading
during runtime (e.g. car radio, cola machine, smart card).
But the user of such systems also has the possibility to
choose from a set of different applications.

To execute Java byte code on a platform there are at
least 3 possibilities which are different in terms of
execution speed:

• Interpreted execution
The byte code is interpreted by software.

• Compiled execution
In an additional step the Java byte code is
compiled to a specific processor architecture so
that there is no runtime overhead for inter-
pretation. It is also possible to compile the byte
code just in time (JIT), the so called dynamic
compilation-technique.

• Direct execution (JSM)
Java byte code can directly be executed by a real
Java processor.

By real Java processor we consider a processor not
only optimized for executing JAVA-code but capable of
executing Java-code without a software implemented Java
Virtual Machine.

In the last few years the importance of SUN’s Java-
technology raised up and it becomes a topic on many
university and commercial research programs but only a
small number of projects dealing with the development of
a Java Silicon Machine (JSM) are known.

Many of the existing chips [7],[8] remap the Java byte
code to a new (reduced) instruction set to speed up the
performance. Glossner et al. described a system which is
based on the same idea but they also used a
multithreading architecture [3]. Another theoretical
description of a Java processor architecture can be found
in [6]. At the University of Zurich an ongoing project is
called JAMA [4]. It seems that this processor will be
designed for direct execution of JAVA byte code.

To our knowledge by now only three existing (real)
Java processors are known: picoJAVA-I [12], microJava
(picoJAVA-II) and JEM-1[13] . The latter one is designed
by Rockwell Collins Inc. and the former one by SUN
itself. Since microJava is based on the intellectual
property module PicoJava-II one anticipates an increasing
number of custom Java processors.

In this paper we describe our experiences in the
development of a JSM for small embedded systems like
smart cards.

The project is split into two parts. The first part is a
software-based Java Virtual Machine suitable for 8051-
processor like systems for architecture exploration, and
part two is the JSM itself. The second part is still under
development since this is currently a work in progress.

2. Differences between Java and Java for
smart cards

A smart card is a single-chip computer based on an 8-
bit microcontroller. The two most commonly used chips
are Motorola’s 6805 and Intel’s 8051.  These systems



contain three different types of memory: RAM, EEPROM
and ROM. The RAM is only used to store intermediate
results during calculation. The EEPROM holds private
cardholder values such as a private encryption key or a
bank account number. The ROM is used to store the
program that runs on the smart card. Smart cards are
connected via five pins to the smart card reader. So these
systems are “on” only if they are inserted into a reader.

The size of the die is constrained to 25 mm2. Therefore
memory space is hard limited. In average, those systems
contain 4 to 20 Kbytes of ROM, 0.1 to 1 Kbytes of RAM
and up to 10 Kbytes of EEPROM.

Clock frequency is typically about 3.57 to 5 MHz and
an external clock has to be supplied. Smart cards can be
seen as special cases of embedded systems.

SUN proposed a specification for the usage of Java on
smart cards [11]. Because of the limited memory on smart
cards, SUN had to remove some memory-consuming op-
codes and features, like

• string manipulation,
• floating point arithmetic and
• threads.

Neither the types char, float, double and long nor
operations on those types are supported. Smart cards also
do not support arrays with more than one dimension.
Object usage is limited as there is no <clinit>-method.

Besides these obvious modifications there are other
restrictions resulting from the behavior of a smart card.
Java Card systems are not able to load classes
dynamically. All classes used are masked into the ROM
of the card during manufacturing. Installing through a
secure installation process after the card has been
delivered to the smart card producer is possible too.
Programs executing on the card may only refer to classes
which already exist on the card as there is no way to
download classes during the normal execution of
application code. For more details see [11].

Due to the lack of memory space on smart cards the
JVM has to be split into two parts, one for offline
preparation as loading, resolving, and linking all classfiles
and the other one for online execution of the Java byte
code as shown in Figure 1.

Java Virtual Machine

converterClassfiles

card terminal

Applet
Image

(CAP-file)

PC smart card

Java Chip

OS / JCRE

Figure 1. Separation of the Java Virtual Machine into two
parts

During preparation the applets are converted to an
applet images which can be directly executed on the smart
card.

In conventional JVMs the byte code is verified before
it is executed. In the smart card area the Byte-Code–
Verifier is part of the offline block due to its time and area
consumption. Therefore, a downloaded applet is not
verified during runtime. To avoid illegal operating applets
each applet is signed with a digital signature (CAP-file) so
the card itself can determine whether the applet belongs to
an environment it trusts or not.

But even a signature is no guarantee that an applet is
always working correctly [10]. Unfortunately, there is no
way to protect the card against transitive Trojan Horses
but currently no such attacks are known. More details on
Java Cards can be found in [16], [17] and [18].

3. Simulation-model based on 8051

The first step in the development process was to build
a software version of a Java Virtual Machine according to
SUN's JavaCard Specification 2.0, which is suitable for
implementation on 8051-processor systems [5]. It is a
cleanroom implementation and was used to understand the
basic behavior of the JVM.

Since the goal  was a Java processor some techniques
which are used for describing hardware systems were used
to implement the Java Virtual Machine. E.g., the
execution engine of the JVM has one big “switch-case”-
construct. It is figured out that such a switch-case-
construct is not very well suited for a small footprint
implementation. The next step was to identify groups of
opcodes so that function calls like ALU(opcode, A, B) or
stackOp(opcode, value) can be used. Thereby we were
able to encapsulate those function-blocks.

The advantage is due to the fact that the simulation
model now looks similar to a structural description of a
JSM so that the HW-designer just has to make minor
modifications only.

On the other hand the disadvantage is that function
calls result in a small software overhead.

To avoid nondeterministic and time-consuming
searches in classes, methods, or fields in the constant pool
it is recommended to have direct access to these
structures. This can only be achieved if the addresses of
all accessible objects are known in advance. Since
resolved applets contain each class they need, each
relative location is fixed. But instead of storing an
absolute address an applet-relative address is stored. In
this way applets can be moved inside the persistent
memory (relocatible applets) for the cost of an additional
adder.

Firmware or device specific software is located in the
application programming interface (API). On smart cards



the API-functionality is located in ROM and the applets
are stored in EEPROM. To select an API or applet-
method, the highest bit in the available address space is
used as a selector (see Figure 2). This bit must be set by
the converter while linking the class-files. The base
address of the current active applet is stored in an applet
base register. Native methods for direct hardware access
are also located inside the API. These methods are
necessary since different applets must be able to read
data, e.g. a bank account number, or they have to
increment the number of tries made to activate the smart
card.

The implementation requires about 14 Kbytes of ROM
on a 8051-system including the cost for the additional
modularity of about 3 Kbytes. Since this is a simulation
model we have not optimized the source code for the
specified architecture.

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

Applet API

applet or API?

base address base address

+0 0

base relative address to applet-image:

selector Applet (=0) or API (=1)

absolute address
to applet-image

Figure 2.  Access to applet-image or API

4. Moving from software to hardware

A Java Card–system is more then just a Java processor.
Moreover, the virtual machine is part of the Java Card
runtime environment (JCRE). The API, the executive (for
handling different applets), and the native methods also
belong to the JCRE.

Because of security reasons Java does not offer any
byte code for direct hardware access.

To access IO using a Java Virtual Machine on standard
or dedicated processor architectures, an API-function is
called. Inside this function the Java-environment is left to
access IO with the underlying processors IO-opcode, e.g.
mov port_adr, #val (see Figure 3).

JVM

standard processor & peripherals

C / Assembler

API

OS

JAVA

Hardware

Figure 3. IO-access with JAVA

By using a Java processor there is no environment
which could be left. To overcome the IO-access problem
in Java the instruction set will be expanded. This is
possible since two opcodes ($FE, $FF) in the opcode
space are reserved for custom usage.

Due to a missing standard these solutions are
proprietary. On PicoJava-II about 33% of the
implemented opcodes can not be found in the Java
specification.

Obviously, these new (hidden) opcodes can not be
generated using an ordinary Java-compiler. Accessing
these opcodes becomes somewhat difficult because a
processor specific compiler has to be used.

Moreover,  applets compiled in such a way are no
longer interchangeable and one of the major benefits of
Java gets lost.

As soon as implementation details become public
knowledge, it should not be too hard to write malicious
code, i.e. Trojan horses. This can not be accepted in the
smart card area (revealing PIN's and POS's).

It can be shown [9] that only two additional opcodes
are necessary: IO-Read and IO-Write.

In the proposed JSM the address of the opcode is
traced to avoid illegal IO-access. Since application-
applets are stored in reprogrammable memory the
JavaCard–runtime-environment (JCRE) is located in
ROM or in a different EEPROM. Therefore, it is possible
to trace the address of the opcodes to-be-executed and a
very small online-checker easily can allow or prohibit the
execution of the opcode and may generate an exception in
case of a fault [2].

Although IO-access is required in different native
functions we only implemented IO-Read and IO-Write.
Therefore we have no hardwired native functions and the
functionality is realized by software inside the JCRE.



5. Java Silicon Machine

In Figure 4 the basic concept for the JSM is shown.
Parts of it are already implemented using VHDL. For
multi-applet cards one additional opcode has to be
implemented: set_applet. It is used for selecting one of
the applets and loads the applet base register with the
corresponding start address of the chosen applet.

We have to adopt parts of the JSM to the new
JavaCard specification 2.1, since the format of the
downloadable applet is now specified and it is of great
impact for some parts of the JSM.

The JSM is fully controlled by microcode. Therefore
many changes may result in some ’software’-updates [1].
To get maximum independence between the submodules
the state machines are just loosely coupled. Once these
state machines are started, they run automatically until the
end of the requested operation and feed back the result.
The internal behavior of one state machine is completely
hidden to its connected state machines.

To speed up the proposed architecture it is important to
know about the dynamic probability of opcodes in a given
applet. In [6] some values are given but they are based on
benchmarks for complete JVM/JSM’s. In the smart card
area the situation is different So we are currently
analyzing different applets to get the percentage
distribution based on the dynamic instruction count. After
the linking process the constant pool just contains
constants of type integer. Those constants can only be
addressed using the ldc or ldc_w opcode. So the index
into the constant pool can easily be replaced with the
constant itself.  Consequently, we do not need a constant
pool which results in some speed-up and less memory
usage. Benchmarking different architectures is difficult,

since execution speed depends on the compiler and
coding style of an applet. We benchmarked the Dallas
iButton by measuring the time to call methods and
compared the results with first theoretical values of our
architecture.

We assume that the iButton is a software
implementation since implementation details are not
published. The underlying processor itself is driven by an
unstabilized ring oscillator operating over a range of 10 to
20 MHz [15]. Therefore the clock frequency of a iButton
is not constant.  The comparison shows speed up of 100
against the iButton (clocking the JSM @ 3.5MHz).

Techniques like caching promise some speed up but
for the cost of additional hardware [6]. Since die size is
limited we do not benefit from the usage of these speed-
up techniques.

6. Conclusion and future work

We presented some of our experiences in the
development of a JSM for small embedded systems like
smart cards. We separate the development process into
two parts. The experiences resulting from implementing
the JVM on a 8051-system directed us to the proposed
JSM-architecture. We described some problems and
presented solutions for a JSM in the smart card area. It is
planned to complete the architecture until the end of the
year ´99. For functional verification an APTIX-system
explorer M3PC containing four XCV1000-4 will be used.
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Abstract

Java has emerged to dominate the network-programming
world. This imposes certain requirements on its virtual
machine instruction set architecture and on any
processor design that intends to support Java. The
purpose of this study is to carry out a behavioral analysis
of the different aspects of Java instruction set
architecture. This will help in extracting the hardware
requirements for executing Java bytecodes.
Recommendations for architectural requirements for Java
processors will be made throughout this study.

1. Introduction

Java was introduced to deal with heterogeneous networks,
which require building software that is platform-
independent [1,2]. This means that a compiled software
shipped around the network needs to be able to run on
any CPU it lands on (which is formulated as “write once,
execute anywhere.” ) In addition, designed to be a modern
high-level language, Java includes all modern features
li ke modularity and object-orientation. To achieve all
these goals, Java targets an intermediate virtual platform,
instead of direct execution on the host CPU [3,4,5,6]. All
we need to execute cross-platform programs on the
Internet is to port this virtual layer to the CPU/OS
combination we want to run Java on. But, this comes at a
high price. The special features supported by Java have a
tremendous impact on the overall system performance
and impose certain requirements on the Java system [7].

A number of schemas have been proposed to improve
Java performance as a tool for programming on the web
and networking in general [8,9,10,11,12,13,14]. Some of
the promising directions incorporate hardware solutions.
Building microprocessors for Java or simply modifying
other general-purpose processors to boost Java are among
these hardware options [15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24].

Designing hardware for Java requires an extensive
working knowledge about its virtual machine

organization and functionality. Java virtual machine
(JVM) instruction set architecture (ISA) defines
categories of operations that manipulate several data
types, reached through a well -defined set of addressing
modes [25,26,27,28,29]. JVM specification defines the
instruction encoding mechanism required to package this
information into the bytecode stream. It also includes
detail s about the different modules required for
processing these bytecodes. At runtime, the JVM
implementation and the execution environment affect the
instruction execution performance. This is manifested
directly in the wall-clock time needed to perform a certain
task and indirectly in the different overheads associated
with executing the job (e.g., memory management) [30].

The goal of this research is to conduct a comprehensive
behavioral analysis of the Java virtual machine instruction
set architecture [31,32]. Observing the Java instruction set
architecture while it is executing Java benchmarks wil l
reveal a lot about the details of the Java environment.
This will be reflected in the form of suggestions for the
actual hardware improvements and additions to boost the
performance of Java. Revised encoding formats and
devised hardware organizations (including a certain level
of paralleli sm, pipelining, caching, functionality, ... etc.)
with insights about the internal detail s of Java wil l lead to
better performance. Our rationale for conducting such a
study is based on the simple observation that modern
programs spend 80-90% of their time accessing only 10-
20% of the instruction set architecture [33]. To be most
effective, optimization efforts should focus on just the 10-
20% part that reall y matters to the execution speed.

ISA study is of great importance for every attempt to
devise a certain arrangement to boost Java performance.
The results collected here affect the way of encoding Java
instructions into a binary representation for execution by
any CPU supporting Java. It also affects the internal
processor datapath design for any architecture that targets
Java. It is worth noting that although JVM ISA shares
many general aspects with traditional microprocessors, it
has its distinguishing features. This stems from the fact
that it is an intermediate layer for a high-level language.
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For example, the branch prediction model of the
underlying hardware affects the overall Java performance,
which is the case of all modern microprocessors. On the
other hand, JVM-supporting hardware wil l be unique in
the way its stack model handles method invocations.

To undertake these objectives, a Java interpreter was
instrumented to produce a Java trace. Pendragon
Software's CaffeineMark 3.0 was selected as the
benchmark as it is computationally interesting and
exercises various JVM aspects [34]. It is a synthetic
benchmark that runs 9 tests to measure Java performance.
The machine used in the evaluation is an UltraSPARC
I/140 running at 143 MHz with 64 Mbytes memory. The
OS is Solaris 2.6. Based on the data gathered, general
requirements for Java processors are drawn. In doing this
study, we followed the methodology used by Patterson
and Hennessy in studying the instruction set design [33].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes
access patterns for data types. Addressing modes are
studied in Section 3. Section 4 is concerned with the
different instruction encoding aspects.

2. Access patterns for data types

Here we study the access patterns for different data types.
Data types that are heavily used need more attention in
case of designing certain hardware architecture to support
Java [30]. This information wil l prove useful when
decisions are made about storage allocation.

2.1. Single-type operations

Figure 1. Distribution of data accesses by type.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of data accesses by type.
(“Generic” refers to operations that have no data type
associated with them.) From this figure we see that
integer data types dominate the typed operations,
followed by the reference ones. Architectural support for
Java object-orientation therefore needs to give privileges
to integer and reference data types in hardware. Also from
this figure, we see that 32-bit data types are used the
most. This will have an impact on the size of the register
file and CPU datapaths. Furthermore, a superscalar design
may want to provide multiple functional units that
process integer and reference data types. From the ALU
point of view all integer operations need eff icient support.

2.2. Type conversion operations

JVM has a set of instructions that converts data of a
certain type to another. This is necessary for a strongly
typed language li ke Java. Figure 2 shows that the
conversion from integer dominates all type conversion
operations (especiall y to character.) This information
combined with the results from the previous subsection
implies that integer conversion operations are the most
used. For better Java performance, the ALU design needs
to perform this conversion in one clock cycle or less.

Figure 2. Frequency of type conversion instructions.

3. Addressing modes

This Section is concerned with the use of the JVM
addressing modes. The traditional concept of addressing
modes, as used in general-purpose processors, is not
exactly applicable to JVM, which uses a stack-based
intermediate language. This, together with the object-
orientation approach, is reflected in the combination of
traditional and non-traditional addressing modes [30].
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The result of addressing mode usage patterns is shown in
Figure 3. Local variable access dominates all other
modes. Also, of importance are the immediate access and
the quick reference. (The “Quick Reference” item
summarizes the quick bytecode optimization.) Hardcoded
addressing modes (in which the operand value is encoded
in the instruction itself) occupy more than one third of the
total addressing modes used. We conclude here, that Java
processors need to support at least immediate, local
variable, quick referencing, and stack addressing modes.

Figure 3: Usage of memory addressing modes.

4. Instruction encoding

JVM specifications require Java bytecodes to be provided
as a stream of bytes grouped in variable-length
instructions. However, it hardly mentions a general
instruction format for the adopted instruction [1]. This
irregular format might stand against the generality and
efficiency of hardware execution of Java bytecodes.

This section quantitatively analyzes the different fields
that constitute JVM instructions. We aim at determining
the optimum number of bits required for encoding these
fields. The analysis presented here should not be
considered contradicting the JVM specification that tells
exactly the size of each instruction field. Architectures
that provide support for Java might select to have a native
instruction format that is different from the JVM one in
the addressing modes, data types, etc. This approach wil l
help attaining generality and eff iciency.

4.1. Immediates

As a stack machine, JVM does not rely a lot on
immediates for ALU operations. Immediates in JVM are
either pushed on the stack or used as an offset for a
control flow or table switching instruction and could have

a length of up to 32 bits. As shown in Figure 4,
immediates used in CaffeineMark are up to 18 bits in
length with an average of 4 bits (standard deviation of
2.07 bits.) The peak occurs at 3 bits. Three bits are
enough to cover more than 50% of immediate usage and
5 bits can cover more than 75%. Based on the statistics
shown in Figure 4 we suggest using 8 bits to encode
immediates values in JVM instructions, which will cover
98% of the cases. Situations that wil l require more bits
can be handled by the compiler using a special wide
format.

Figure 4: Distribution of number of bits in immediates.

4.2. Array indices

Figure 5: Number of bits representing an array index.

Java technology carries array information down the
hierarchy to the JVM. At runtime, the index required to
access an array is popped from the operand stack.
Although the index can be up to 32 bits, Figure 5 shows
that CaffeineMark does not require more than 13 bits to
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access arrays (with an average and standard deviation of 3
and 2.79, respectively.) For instruction encoding, we see
that 3-bit index size covers more than 50% of the array
accesses and 5 bits cover more than 80%. The graph
shows an interesting pattern: the maximum occurs at 0
then follows a decaying behavior with a sudden drop after
6 indicating that about 90% of the array accesses take
place in the first 64 element. This could give useful
guidelines in data caching—the first few elements (up to
the 64th) of an array should be cached. This could also
have an impact on Java processor’s cache organization,
such as block size, replacing strategies, etc.

4.3. Constant pool indices

JVM constant pool is a collection of all the symbolic data
needed by a class to reference fields, classes, interfaces,
and methods. A constant pool index size is either up to 16
bits, or 32 bits if it is in a wide format. From Figure 6, we
see that 16 bits cover almost all constant pool accesses
(the average is 8 and the standard deviation is 2.9.)

Figure 6: Number of bits for a constant pool index.

4.4. Local variable indices

As mentioned before, instead of specifying a set of
general-purpose registers, JVM adopted the concept of
referencing local variables. As Figure 7 shows, Java
methods typicall y require up to 16 local variables (with
an average of 2 and standard deviation of 1.31), though
the specifications allow referencing up to 255, or 65535
in case of wide instructions. The graph also shows nearly
no preference in accessing these variables. In designing
hardware support for Java, this graph suggests allocating
the local variables on-chip. In this case, general-purpose
register file can be configured to work as a reservoir for
local variables, allowing Java programs to run faster.

Figure 7: Number of bits for a local variable index.

4.5. Branching distances

Java bytecodes only deli ver the offset in branches and
JVM converts it internall y to the corresponding absolute
address. As Figure 8 (dots) shows, CaffeineMark requires
a target offset width of less than 10 bits (with an average
of 4 and standard deviation of 1.49), though up to 16 bits
are allowed. In the design of an instruction format, 8 bits
appear enough to cover more than 98% of the offset
distances. Furthermore, if a branch target buffer (BTB) is
used for branch speculation, a size of 512 bytecodes (256
forward and backward) is suff icient. Figure 8 (triangles)
also shows statistics of absolute jump-to address.
Although this information depends on the run time
environment, it does indicate a typical behavior.

Figure 8: Number of bits for an address.
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5. Conclusions

In this work we conducted a behavioral analysis of Java
virtual machine instruction set architecture. In the light of
the results collected from each part, we drew conclusions
about the general architectural requirements for designing
microprocessors that support Java. Our study clearly
shows that the advanced features of Java are its weakest
points in terms of performance. Hardware support is
required to increase the eff iciency of Java.
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